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MTV nets £5m chart deal 
MTV Europe and US sportswear company British Knights have signed a £5m sponsorship deal for the broad- caster's Hit List UK pro- gramme — the largest ever for a UK chart show. Under the deal, set to run until December 1994, British Knights will receive on-air branding around the show as well as peak-time advertising slots. The value of the deal equals that of Braun's sponsorship of MTV's European chart show, says MTV Europe director of 

ad sales Bruce Steinberg. No other UK chart show has at- tracted such a high sponsor- ship figure. CIN, supplier of the UK Top 40 chart featured in the show, will receive an undisclosed percentage of the deal, which also covers 12 radio stations in seven European territories that carry the CIN chart. British Knights has adver- tised on MTV over the past 18 months to back its expansion into Europe. Steinberg says the US manufacturer, which acquired its own UK-based 

m 1<* 
MUSIC TELEVISION Hit List: British Knights cash 
European distribution com- pany in June, wanted to be as- sociated with the "cutting- edge" UK music scene. "Through the deal they're 

associating with the UK music scene and with MTV overall across Europe," he says. British Knights ads feature UK bands such as Force 'n' K- Zee and Future Sound Of London. Hit List UK is broadcast on Monday and Tuesday evenings to the 37m cable and satellite subscribers around Europe who receive MTV. But the show may also become avail- able to terrestrial UK televi- sion viewers since MTV hopes to license the programme to the ITV network. 

The BBC's Thursday night Top Of The Pops uses the same chart from Music V/eek sister company CIN. However, the BBC, which is preparing a sweeping revamp of the pro- gramme, holds no exclusive terrestrial broadcast rights to the chart. • MTV Europe has launched a teletext service in conjunc- tion with Data Broadcasting International. The English language service offers view- ers pages of information, listings and charts as well as text advertising. 

Alto buys games chain 
Music retail group Alto Hold- ings has bought the troubled Microbyte computer games chain for an undisclosed sum. Alto, which has one games and six music stores, plans a dra- matic expansion of the 16- store chain, says managing di- rector Les Whitfield. Four more Microbyte stores will open by October, with a further 20 scheduled for next year. The deal, closed last week 

after two months of talks, marks the latest foray into the sector by a music retailer. HMV is opening its first 

games and video store next month and Our Price is con- ducting games trials. Virgin Retail operates 21 Virgin Games Centres. The Microbyte acquisition has been financed by Roger Gawn, chairman of Norwich Investment, which bought Alto from receivers last year. Microbyte called in account- ants Cooper & Lybrand earlier this year after the chain ran into financial difficulties. 

BPI to rule on 
Don-E probe 
The BPI is claiming "good progress" in its investigation into alleged chart hyping of Don-E's single Peace In The World. BPI director general John Deacon is expected to call a special council meeting this week to present all evidence and decide whether to order a fuller probe. Marc Marot, managing di- rector of Island Records, the owner of Don-E's label 4th & Broadway, was due to submit a report to BPI investi- gators on Friday. Don-E's manager Johnny Lawes says, "All I am interest- ed in now is mending my art- ist's reputation." 

Polfdor loses 

four directors 
Polydor has lost four directors, with general manager Andrew Jenkins made redundant last week as managing director Jimmy Devlin moves to re- structure the label. Devlin says he decided to re- structure after international director Annie Newell, legal director Judy O'Brien and di- rector of press Lee Leschasin all resigned. "I've had significant changes thrust upon me and there simply is no general manager position for Andrew," 

says Devlin. Devlin says of the resigna- tions: "We are having our best year ever. When that happens it's inevitable that other com- panies begin trying to poach our staff." Newell has become manager of Bananarama, O'Brien has joined sister company Poly- Gram Video as director of legal and business affairs and Leschasin has been appointed as head of press, publicity and artist relations for the EMI label. 

Pol! floors new siidse chart 
The new formula indie chart has received an emphatic thumbs down in Music Week's referendum on the issue. Only 19% of the industry backed the chart. The most popular option was an indie 

CIN chief executive Adrian Wistreich says the poll result is less important than the me- 
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Good advice is expensive when the final 
mix for the latest CD of your top act has 
once again taken longer than expected. 
Now, to still be able to keep to the release 
date, you can leaf feverishly through your 
address book and phone around until you 
have got all of the suppliers committed to 
your deadlines - beginning with premas- 
tering, manufacturing and packaging^ 
to worldwide logistics. Or you can * 
be one of the people who believe i 
life could be easier. In this case ■ 
we would like to let you in on ij 
the fact that you only need one N 

number - the number of the new Pilz 
Pressing Service office in London. Just dial 
(071) 371-58 34 and speak directly to an CD Pressing Service, efficient industrial partner who is still in- ^l^Typt'ifpiiz. 
dependent. We look forward to your call. 
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COMMENT NEWS DESK: 071-620 3636 

laidlaw takes 
on Curtis role 
at Our Price 
WH Smith Retail executive John Laidlaw has joined Our Price Music as buying and marketing director, replacing Peter Curtis. Laidlaw has been drafted in to help develop a new market- ing strategy and positioning for the chain, which is review- ing its marketing and dis- tribution operations. His background is not in music retailing, though as a WH Smith marketing manager and subsequently one of the group's four area managers Laidlaw has been involved in its Sounds departments. WH Smith announced the appointment as part of a wider restructuring involving the in- tegration of Our Price Video's central buying and marketing operations into WH Smith Re- tail from September. OPV managing director Nigel Kenyon Jones will be- come general manager of WH Smith Retail's Sounds, Vision and Software sections, replac- ing Jill Tomalin, who takes over Laidlaw's most recent job working on a group property project. Kenyon Jones says some re- dundancies are likely follow- ing the integration of OPV's head office into WH Smith Re- tail's Swindon operation, though OPV's 34 High Street shops will be unaffected. Two weeks ago Our Price Music an- nounced that 40 of its head of- fice staff were to be axed. 

NEWS 

UliC restricts 
sn-house ads 
for BBC titles 
The BBC's on-air promotion of its magazines including Fast Forward and the new BBC Music Magazine is to be re- stricted after a ruling by the Monopolies and Mergers Com- 

The MMC ruled that the cor- poration gains an unfair ad- vantage over its competitors by using airtime as free adver- 
Corporate affairs minister Neil Hamilton says he will seek an undertaking from the BBC that it will stop mention- ing publications during pro- grammes and in moving trail- ers, as the MMC recommend- ed. Restricted use of still trail- ers should be allowed, it said. BBC Music Magazine pub- lisher Heather Aylott says, "As far as the BBC Music Magazine is concerned, there is a lot we have already de- cided in terms of commercial radio, poster and national press promotion." 

Philips sees profc 
PolyGram parent Philips has announced a drastic slump in its consumer electronics divi- sion causing group profits to halve in recent months. But the music arm has held up well and analysts predict a brighter set of results from PolyGram when it reports 

Philips' net profits fell 56% year-on-year to £25m for the second quarter of 1992. Sales were down 6% but grew slightly in the consumer products sector which includes 
Simon Street, media analyst 

PHILIPS TAKES A TUMBLE 

Net sales 4171.9 3924.4 -6 Net profit 57 25 - 56 Source: Philips 
7986.9 7877.1 -1.5 

Barclays de Zoete Wedd, says: "From the Philips report it seems PolyGram is doing perfectly well and should show good growth." The Philips announcement follows its decision two weeks ago to postpone the launch of DCC for the second time. 

At a meeting last Thursday to present the results Philips president Jan Timmer admit- ted the group had "shot itself in the foot" with the tight schedule for launch. And he warned that full year profits were unlikely to reach the 1991 level. 

[Promoter slams 

Rf s festival flop 
The man who bankrolled Radio One's American Music Festival has slammed the sta- tion for being uncommercial. The festival was a direct at- tempt by the national station to take on Capital Radio's mu- sic festival. But more than 80% of tickets for its flagship events went unsold. Harry Drnec, chief execu- tive officer of Maison Caurette, the UK franchise holder of Sol Beer which was promoting the event earlier this summer, says the radio station did not fulfil its promo- tion promises. "They haven't a commercial bone in their body," he says. "I wouldn't walk across the street to do business with them again." He adds, "There was a mindset problem all the way 

along." In particular he says, the station failed to plug the concerts sufficiently on air or help influence record compan- ies to provide the right acts. "In both instances they fell flat on their arse," he says. The festival brought to- gether acts including Violent Femmes, Albert Collins, Buddy Guy and Little Village and culminated in a rain-hit two-day finale at the Crystal Palace Bowl last month at- tended by only 6,000 out of a possible 36,000 crowd. The whole festival cost around £700,000, much of which was spent on the Crys- tal Palace concerts. The final losses suffered by Sol Enter- tainment, set up by Maison Caurette to organise the festival, are still being calcu- lated. 

Drnec says the event worked as a promotion for Sol and will be followed next year by more events organised through Sol Entertainment, though not with Radio One. Cathal O'Doherty, Radio One's executive producer of promotions, has hit back at Dmec's "misinformed" accusa- tions. "I'm rather shocked by Harry's comments. He was not involved in the organisation of 
Radio" One provided 136 trails for the festival, he adds, and is interested in being in- volved in 1993's events. Radio One presented a re- port on the festival at a post mortem meeting last week attended by Sol Entertain- ment and Radio One bosses Johnny Beerling and Chris Lycett. 

ill be backing the Mercury Music Prize shortlisted i a promotional partnership by the BPI and Bard, launched by BPI director lohn Deacon (left) and Bard secretary general Bob Lewis. As well as sive sampler — price pointed at £3.99 CD and £2.99 cassette — Bard will be provided from today (Monday) with a promotional pack of a board, two header cards, 10 individual album boards and 50 shortlist lor display. Although the full impact on sales will be shown over the veeks, little known Bheki Mseleku's shortlisted Celebration album has I its sales 50% in the last three weeks to 3,000. Meanwhile, bookmaker says Primal Scream's Screamadelica has moved from 5-1 at the opening I to 3-1. Simply Red Stars remains favourite at 0-4. 

Beeb veteran 
joins Unique 
Radio One executive producer Stuart Grundy is leaving the station he helped set up 25 years ago to work as an inde- pendent producer for Unique Broadcasting. Grundy, who co-ordinated the recent Norwich Sound City event, says he wants to return to hands-on production. Unique's programme direc- tor Tim Blackmore worked with Grundy on the inception of Radio One. Grundy, 54, says, "This is a long way from being early re- tirement. On the contrary, I am seeking to reinvigorate my 

The doom merchants have had a wonderful time of it this year. But all of a sudden there's a rash of good news to counter the summer blues. PPL's move to issue licences for fitness tapes and PRS's venture into raves both show how in spite, or perhaps because of, recession the industry is finding more and more ways of exploiting its rights. Meanwhile MTV's success in attracting a £5m sponsor for its UK chart show proves that British music and British charts still have a tremendous value all over Europe. It's one in the eye for the doomsters and another boost for those of us who believe the UK business still has a lot to shout about. 
Philip's decision to delay the launch of DCC has a sad ring of inevitability about it. And it can only reinforce the air of uncertainty which already surrounds the launch. Even worse, Philips has replaced a firm launch date with something altogether more vague — presumably on the basis that it cannot think of a deadline that it may not have to break. Philips and PolyGram should reconsider their plans, decide on a realistic date they can keep to — and go for it. Even a six-month delay would be preferable to the current uncertainty. 
The news that the BBC's £10m soap Eldorado is now attracting less than 3m viewers puts the Top Of The Pops "crisis" into a whole new light. Since TOTP regularly attracts twice as many viewers as the Costa del Sex soap, perhaps BBC1 controller Jonathan Powell could solve his ratings problems by axing Eldorado and running TOTP three times a week 
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OPINION 

,f 'V 

H 
The only time that artists' managers get together is at a music industry bash or backstage at a festival. We are an isolated bunch, protective of all our 
idiosyncrasies and cock-ups. And that is why we are calling on managers to join us at next month's In The City convention in Manchester to launch the new International Managers' Forum. As managers we represent not only the business needs of our artists but also, most importantly, their creative ideals. Our role is to ensure the best environment and conditions in which the 

To enable us to do this in the future we need to organise to remove unfair practices. It seems that we are forever fighting controversial and disagreeable industry policies retrospectively. Why are we never consulted when they are being drawn up? For example, has any manager been consulted over projected "royalty breaks" on DCC and Mini- Disc, or their attendant packing deductions? We think not. Instead we are the victims of practices that we have no say in formulating and yet have a considerable impact on our artists' professional lives. We have to fight back. We have a considerable role to play in shaping the future of this industry. We cannot possibly do this without an organised, ratified collective vision as well as our own personal managerial approach. The more successful managers have an obligation to pass on their experiences. The up-and-coming managers should have a chance to share their cleverness, ambition and energy with the old dogs. They can teach us new tricks. We urge all managers to join us at Ipra in Manchester on September 13. The session is free and open to all. Elliot Rashman and Andy Dodd are the managers of Simply Red 
4 

NEWS 

EMS label tunes to TV music 
EMI Strategic Marketing is launching a television music label to capitalise on the grow- ing sales of hit TV themes such as Inspector Morse and The Darling Buds Of May. Soundtrack Music Records will be run in partnership with songwriter managers Olav "It is; and Carolynne Wyper. not jus The Wypers — who repre- water; sent 14 TV and film composers going. 

including Mike Moran, Barrie Guard. Brian Bennett, Alan Parker and Ed Welch — ap- proached EMI about a world- wide licensing deal a year 

1 the label below £10 for CD and £6.50 for .r, , „ rpnackaeed version of cassette, will DC " i' s -p. Burlev's The label is a sister com- 
Ivor^Novello Award-winning pany to Soundtrack Music ivor iiu c _ — ^  Publishing, formed by the 

Wypers last year with BMG, month 
Darling Buds Of May music, 
Taggart will follow, along with after Granada Music signed a The Ruth Rendell Mysteries worldwide administration deal music by Brian Bennett and a "••*w R^ - compilation in October. Retail prices are aimed at 

iawe promoters 

to face PRS levy 
PRS is launching a system to collect royalties from raves and expects to have licensed its first 10 events over the coming weeks. A system dealing exclusive- ly with raves is needed be- cause of the ad hoc nature of such events, says consultant Marshall Lees, the man be- hind the scheme. They regularly attract at least 5,000 people paying the price of a concert ticket al- Lees: crackdown though the music is played by DJs, he says. The locations used and the fact that they often run through the night means they have not been covered by PRS's existing tariffs. 

Rave promoters will be ask- ed to pay 4% of admission in- come (excluding VAT). PRS may charge 6% to promoters who fail to seek licences promptly. 

Licences under the new sys- tem have already been signed for raves at Castle Donington, Longleat ar " — • 
PRS inspectors will seek de- tails of other events and are planning to attend some raves to find out what music is being 
Former PRS director Lees adds: "Because rave promoters have not paid PRS fees we have a process of education to go through for the first few months." The rate set is flexible and could be adapted if necessary, he adds. Income will be distri- buted on the basis of radio logs. 

PPL licenses fitness tapes 
Music Factory, the company behind Jive Bunny, has won the first licence to produce fit- ness tapes for aerobics instruc- tors to be issued by PPL. PPL is mounting a crackdown on alleged regular copyright abuse by fitness centres and teachers. The com- 

licensed tapes. The subscription-only Pure Energy series of tapes — which will feature original artists — will be compiled in association with the Aerobics Association of Great Britain. The non-exclusive licence is a development of the newly es- tablished system for clearing the DJ mix tapes already re- leased by Music Factory and 

its rival DMC. Music Factory chairman John Pickles says, "People have been asking us to do something like this for a long 
He says the tapes will be custom made for different classes, with an in-built bpm curve. It is estimated that the series could attract up to 7,000 subscribers. 

New stores 
seek EES 
cash boost 
The first of a proposed nation- wide chain of "classic music" shops will open this autumn if the venture succeeds in rais- ing £350,000 through the Gov- ernment's Business Expansion Scheme, writes Phil Sommerich. The Beethoven stores plan is the brainchild of James Mann, a former chief executive of publisher Macdonald & Co, ad- vertising account executive Ian Phillips and Ian Clark, a retail management consul- 

They say they are already negotiating for a site in "resi- dential London" and then will quickly move into the prov- 
The BES prospectus says Beethoven stores will stock music of "enduring appeal", ranging from Bach and jazz to The Beatles. Videos and books will also be stocked, with listening posts provided to encourage 
Clark says the partners have been in talks with "all the major and most of the sec- ondary suppliers." If the BES scheme attracts its target of £350,000 by the closing date of October 2, the founders will contribute an- other £80,000, he adds. And the banks will lend £100,000 to fund an unspeci- fied number of branches across the UK. 

iecca lines up Essential Billet 
Decca Classics enters the world of ballet for the release of the sixth album in its chart- topping Essential series on September 14, writes Phil Sommerich. Essential Ballet will be the first of the TV-promoted ex- cerpts albums not to focus on a few big-name composers or performers. Decca Classics director Terri Robson says, "We haven't got 

s like Te Kanawa, ravarotti or Sutherland to push the titles, but every tune on the album is instantly recognisable, perhaps even more so than in opera." Research for last year's Es- sential Mozart release showed that listeners want good tunes, she says. "Not one of the listeners' panel knew that last year was the bicentenary of Mozart's 

death, but what did make them want to buy the album was the tunes," she adds. The first Essential titles have sold nearly 2.5m units to date, with the most recent, Es- sential Kiri, selling around 100,000 units since its March release. . The other titles in tn<j Essential series are Essen ha Opera and two Essential Pavarotti releases. 
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Lander out 
at Chrysalis 
Judd Lander has left Chrysalis Records after three years as di- rector of promotions for the EMI-owned label. Lander's departure follows the arrival of new marketing director Mike Andrews from sister label EMI. His contract was due to ex- pire next month. Lander, who was first brought to the label by former international president Paul Conroy in 1989 and will not be replaced, adds that he had al- ready been talking about his departure with MD Roy Eldridge. Since leaving he says he has had talks about several music projects. 

siump hits Heath 
Martin Heath is restructuring his Rhythm King label around six "artist representative 
UK music industry. q The system, which Heath says is used by Elektra in the US, is part of his attempt to tackle the recession and make the com- pany he founded more efficient. "The idea is to centralise things so one person deals with every act, from when you re- lease a record, to what it sounds like and what the record sleeve looks like," says Heath. The plan eliminates the need for separate product managers, A&R and artist li 
is a difficult way to work be cause it makes people ' cure about what they 

Heath: US-style system 

Restructuring the label has halved staff from 21, when it moved into its current pi ises in west London last year, to 12 — including three pub- lishing executives. Most of those staff cuts W( made by shutting down the Outer Rhythm label in June, Heath says. He rules out any further cuts. The label's roster has been pared down from al- most 60 acts six months ago to around 14. "When the business is de- pressed you have to create new alternatives, because nobody else is," says Heath. "Either you keep all your staff in place and go bankrupt or you try to adapt. My plan is not to die but to stay in business and do what's best for my bands," he adds. 

in The City rolls out talent Rights rivals in 
new deadline PPL and independent radio body AIRC have agreed dates to resume their Copyright Tri- bunal battle after failing to complete the hearing within the scheduled four weeks. The two sides must now at- tempt to complete their evi- dence in the week beginning October 5. But with three technical witnesses still to be called and closing speeches to come, the schedule remains very tight. Tribunal chairman Brian Gill QC has said he will pro- duce a ruling this year if the hearing ends in October. AIRC agreed the new dates although its leading counsel Christopher Clark QC is un- able to appear. 

In The City, the UK's first mu- sic convention, has assembled a star line-up of UK acts for its debut next month. Preliminary details released this week show a wide variety of attractions, majoring on new talent, but also including such hotly-tipped names as Acid Jazz/ffrr's Brand New Heavies and Nude's Suede. Delegates to the convention — taking place from Septem- ber 12 to 16 in association with Music Week — will receive passes to all the convention's shows, but most are also open to the public. Among the record labels holding showcase nights are ffrr, Mute, deConstruction, Perfecto, Produce, Dead Dead Good and Beggars Banquet. 

ing. But the Japanese have been practising this idea for about 40 years." It is easier for a small label like Rhythm King to adopt such a system, he says. The structure has been un- der consideration since Febru- ary, in a bid to cope with the depressed market. 

EMI Records, which is hold- ing its annual sales conference in Manchester to coincide with In The City, is staging a show- case for delegates on Saturday September 12. A key innovation of In The City is a series of four showcases highlighting un- signed bands selected by rock weekly, the NME. Confirmed events include: Sunday September 13 — Opening party with the Brand New Heavies; Dead Dead Good showcase with That Uncertain Feeling and the Cherries; Northside and World Of Twist; a jazz/blues showcase; and NME new band showcase. Monday September 14 — Reactor dance showcase; Pro- duce showcase with People Get 

Ready; Ozric Tentacles; NME new band showcase; 10 years of the Hacienda party; Milltown Brothers and the Four Of Us; and a lesbian rock 
Tuesday September 15 — ffrr party; Mute showcase; Beggars Banquet showcase with Rubicon; deConstruction and Perfecto party; The Hitman And Her special re- cording; Umbrella showcase; NME new band showcase. Wednesday September 16 — Suede; NME new band show- case; Pete Waterman's hi-en- ergy party; Shaft Seventies night. Additions to the schedule will be announced shortly. More information is available on: 061 234 3044. 

Michael Jackson's August 21 concert has been brought forward to August 20, after the cancelled show on August 1 was rescheduled to August 23. With a date already fixed for August 22, Jackson did not want to play three nights running, a Sony Music spokeswoman said. Original tickets will be valid for the rescheduled 
Sony Music Publishing has hired former Virgin Music Publishing A&R chief Blair McDonald as head of A&R. At Columbia, Lisa Woods has joined as TV promotions manager from Chrysalis and Niki Home has been promoted to international promotions manager. 
Rhythm King's Martin Heath, Food Records' Andy Ross and Andy MacDonald of Go! Discs are among the speakers at an indie seminar at London's Pall Mall Deposit, Ladbroke Grove, on September 3. 
Bard has held its non-voting membership fee for independent retailers at £50 for the third year running to encourage more to join. 
The BPI is holding an industry workshop on Sampling; Creativity And The Law on September 9 in conjunction with legal firm Theodore Goddard. 
Soul, jazz and world music distributor Timewarp has moved to a new office in central London. The company can be found at 47 Beak Street, W1R3LE. 
Booking agency Miracle Prestige points out that it represents ELO Part II rather than the Electric Light Orchestra featuring JefT Lynne. WH Smith Classics own label series contains new compilations of material separately available on the Pickwick label. 

1992 

TECHNOLOGY MARKET REPORT 

Music Week's incisive overview of -the latest technological 
developments in the music industry. 
ISSUE DATE: 26 September 1992 

for further information contact: Judith or Steve on 071-921 5939 
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LETTERS 

py 
Tfwo fear plan 

fer iCC deals 

Mr Angry gets 
fall response 
I wrote my "Mr Angry" letter so long ago about current sing- les being crap . . . that I'd for- gotten about it. Today for the first time ever my answerphone ran out of 

Faure: ogre 
Fayre: I'm as 
awful as can be 
couple of matters raised by Richard Eyre (Dooley's Diary, MW, Aug 8). _ 

tape and my fax out of paper (I play golf on Tuesdays) . . . so don't let anyone tell you Music Week does not have a In your Analysis on new for- mats (MW, last week) you take issue with me for holding the view that a reduction for no more than two years in the royalty rate payable to artists on records sold in DCC format is justifiable, and says that it 

albums but simply two years I — from the launch of the DCC I format. During this period the com- g jBj panies can account, say, on . yLiSSS rafe .. IH 80% of the base price for the - first year and 90% for the sec- 

very large, very interested readership. I have only received one hos- tile response ... at least I think it was . . . except I do not speak Italian. What does "fungoo" mean? Mike Collier Leaving aside the fact that PPL and A1RC have not been "£300k apart in negotiations", I must take issue with his ob- servation that "PPL are not all the ogres they are thought to be". To whom is he referring? Admittedly John Brooks and John Love (and indeed Eyre himself) are eminently fine fellows; but I am as^awfifias 

is my kind of view that has allowed royalty reductions to pass quietly by. It is essential for the record- ing industry as a whole that the new format of DCC be in- troduced to replenish lost 
I do not accept the argument that the record companies have incurred substantial de- velopment costs (these having | 

ifjf -iH ond year moving to 100% in '1 bB the third year. X nH Statistically, we know that 1 rJSpr ! Wl the number of units that will ! be sold in DCC format during T ; ' Hp . those first years will be tiny " Bn and therefore the amount that any artist will be giving up 
M that do favour any reduc- 

fW* tion 'n t^e roya'ty paya^'e 40 

Collier Associates Hammersley Lane Penn, Bucks. 
... but he's a 
17th centuiy tay 
I wouldn't like to be a client of Mike Collier (Letters, Music Week, August 8). would thank him not to ruin this carefully-cultivated repu- tation. Trevor Faure PPL Ganton St London Wl. 

ware manufacturing parent or associated companies). However, I do accept the ar- gument that the record com- panies are necessarily involv- ed in heavy research and pro- motional expenditure and that 

Cohen: royalty scheme new formats. John Cohen they are entitled to some Clintons break in the royalty that they Solicitors pay. Wellington House What I favour is a break for Upper St Martin's Lane two years only — let me em- London WC2. 

I'd run up huge legal fees waiting for him to return from the 17th centuiy. Karen Boardman Director Rage Management Church St, Manchester. 

A NEW SOUND Welcome to a brand new Audio Rental Company 
which promises to provide you with the finest 
and widest range of studio and backline 
equipment at a price right for you. 
What's more you won't find anybody 
to beat our service and commitment to 
your needs, 24 hour a day - 7 days a 
week . The new company has a 20 
strong staff, who together bring you 
the experience and expertise of over 150 ' 
years in the industry. Many of them old 
friends, previously with Audio FX like Nick 

FX 
RENTALS 
0 8 1 ) 6 4 2 2 8 8 ° 

Harr Booking: 

nistrative Director, Roger Evan - Technical 
Maintenance Director, to name but a few. 

The full range of our latest equipment is 
now available for hire. For our account 

customers there are no hidden charges, 
local delivery, collection and 
installation is absolutely free no 
matter what time of day or night you 

may need the equipment. 
At FX Rentals we are streamlined to 

match or better any deal you may get from 
other audio rental companies. 

For the Best Deal - Ring us last. 

F R ©JL © 1 B FRIENDS 

PAYS SOUND - — us OUTS 
X Rentals, Unit 3, Park Mews, 213 Kilburn Lane, London W10 4BQ. Tel 081 964 2288, Fax 081 964 1910 
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ANALYSIS 

Indie poll sees no winners 
The deadlock is yet to be broken in The Great Indie Chart Debate, writes Martin Talbot 

THE GREAT INDIE CHART DEBATE RESULTS 
A chart based on the "indie" music genre which includes records (mm all 
The old Indie Chart, based solely on distribution 

The new Indie Chart, based on distribution with genre overlay 
Indie music has proved itself in the main charts and no specialist 
Source: Music Week postal referendum. 

THE ME 
WILL 

1 TOST zweek 
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Few battles have raised as many temperatures so high and for so long as the indie chart debate. As was proved by the anony- mous Mute Records executive who submitted 33 replies to the Music Week Indie Chart 
to run high a year after dis- cussions first started. And results of the poll sug- gest that, two months after the Chart Supervisory Committee introduced a new indie chart formula, an industry concen- sus seems as far off as it has ever been. The total of 253 replies shows the existing resolution — combining the independent distribution criteria with a genre overlay — to be the least popular formula yet proposed. "It hasn't improved any- thing at all," says Go! Discs marketing director Paul Dowling. "It doesn't really mean anything to anybody." While the genre qualifi- cation criteria — excluding those titles which are not "indie music" — has barred 

titles like Pickwick's Abba box sets, strange contradictions have remained. And initial suggestions that the formula would exclude most dance tracks have proved misplaced; more than 60% of last week's Top 30 indie sing- les were dance tracks. As a result, after three weeks of publication the new formula earns backing from less than 20% of the industry, according to Afusic Week's ex- clusive poll. Even the old, largely dis- credited system — based solely 

32% 

20% 

5% 

on distribution — has more support. Of the 250-pIus responses MW received — including sev- eral from overseas — almost one in four backed the old "dis- tribution-based" chart, several points ahead of the new for- 
But a genre chart open to both indie and major labels is by far the most popular choice, boasting support from one out of every three replies. With a large percentage also backing the solution of two simultaneous distribution and 

genre charts, more than 57% believe a genre chart open to both majors and indies should be available. Equally, however, the indie distribution lobby can also claim that almost 63% back options in which distribution would remain a factor. Ultimately the long term fu- ture of the new chart will not be decided by record compan- ies however, says CIN chief executive Adrian Wistreich. The media will have the casting vote, and as long as Today newspaper, Radio One's 

Mark Goodier and MTV all continue to offer extra expo- sure, the chart will survive. But an industry united behind it would certainly boost its effectiveness. The industry's inability to settle the issue is rooted in the partisan self-interest which has typified all debate from the beginning, adds Allison Schnackenberg of Southern Studios. "Everybody just wants a chart with their own bands at number one," she says. 'That's what it is all about." The poll certainly shows most people to be voting with their own interests in mind. Around 95% of the majors' votes backed a genre chart open to all, while 90% of indies were split between the three options offering a chart which retains distribution as a cri- 
But, ominously, none of the solutions offered in the poll is able to claim majority support; four alternative schemes gathered more than 18% sup- port each. 

m 
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THE SINGLES CRISIS 

How long for t 

Singles have long 
been regarded as 
loss leaders by the 
majors, yet indies 
regularly manage to 
turn a profit. With 
companies pouring 
more and more 
money into 
marketing their 
way into the singles 
charts, Chas de 
Whalley asks 
whether it has all 
gone too far 

Even in today's recession, there is still money to be made from a single. PWL, for one, made a profit on Opus fll's It's A Fine Day, which sold almost 150,000 copies. But at under £20,000, it was a very modest gain. "Luckily we only have a fraction of the hidden overheads of a Sony Music or EMI," says PWL managing director David Howells. "But we'd still need at least three records a month like that just to stay alive." PWL expects Fine Day to earn at least another £50,000 from compilation licences. And there will be some PPL income too. But what with the inevitable extra costs of releasing in four formats and a chart so volatile it is impossible to estimate from month to month how many copies a hit will actually sell, Howells is not alone in believing it is no longer possible to think of a single in isolation. As far as he's concerned the best news to come from the Fine Day record is the fact it will help sell the Opus HI album. Anything else is a bonus. "You have to look at it within the context of potential album sales," he says. Major labels were resigned to this back in the late Seventies, when it became apparent that singles sales income consistently failed to match manufacturing and marketing costs. But in 1992 attitudes have hardened such that Polydor marketing manager lan Ramage refers to singles as "entirely loss leaders". And Parlophone marketing director Tony Wadsworth claims it is not unusual for a shortfall of up to £25,000 to be written into a projected single's marketing budget. "Of course, you're always wondering whether you can get the same result by spending less," he says. "And you secretly hope that you've got something like Richard Marx's Hazard, which will exceed expectations by selling a quarter of a million. But essentially you expect to 

outlets for promos in the UK are now so limited that many record companies are following PolyGram's example and no longer shoot a video to coincide with date of release for any but the most established acts. As London general manager Colin Bell explains, "We prefer to wait for the single to chart strongly enough to warrant serious international interest and MTV attention before commissioning the video." In 1992 an increasing shift in marketing logic has taken spending below the line to concentrate on special packaging. This, it is believed, will be immediately attractive to existing fanbases. A steady stream of Digipak CDs, picture discs, and customised collector boxes have proved remarkably successful at what Our Price music buyer David Adams terms "intensifying interest and centralising sales during that vital initial release period." Warner pioneered "double selling" or "splitting" a release across a number of weeks in 1988 with the famous gun-shaped picture disc followed by a holster-shaped seven-inch sleeve for Guns N' Roses' Paradise City. Tony McGuinness says these special formats are "the lubricant rather than the fuel" of sales. But signs are that the public love them. Paul Thomas of Arcade Records in Nottingham believes that EMTs success earlier this year with Crowded House's Weather With You stemmed from releasing two CD singles — each with 

a different selection of otherwise unavailable B-sides — to fit in a double Digipak sleeve. "We got a great result on that because the format was absolutely right for the band and their fans," he says. Every week seems to bring more complex and imaginative packaging, such as RCA's spiral-bound booklet for Annie Lennox's new single Walking On Broken Glass. And if the sturdy box pack A&M gave Dog     Tails, the debut single b; signing The Pale, is anyt go by, then there's no longer ^ who ra full five-! But then, the signs are that elaborate Digipak releases are breeding a new and more discerning singles buyer. "It gives them more bang for their buck," says Go! Discs' international director 

marketing cost against the album." The heavy expenditure is funnelled into securing those invaluable week- one chart positions upon which depend the career of the single, the artist's credibility and the sales of the album. WEA marketing director Tony McGuinness wonders why the singles- buying minority who spend the least amount on music are still allowed to dictate terms. "But you can't escape it," he concedes. "Nobody takes a new band seriously without a good chart position. And it's frequently perceived to be 'all over' for an established act if the first release from a new album can't match their previous best." That's why, he concludes, it often seems that no expense is spared to get a priority single into the charts. But while the record companies spend a lot on marketing singles, there have been significant changes in where that money goes. In the Eighties video was favourite. But TV 

Once it might have seemed safe that a hit record would make money. Today, it depends very much on how hard the marketing department was trying when it 
Bar-coding makes it impossible to release in a standard house bag. So artwork costs up to £4,000 will inevitably be incurred: be they a simple design or a more sophisticated package including new photographs. Money spent here, however, will benefit the mtire marketing campaign from press advertising (as much as £10,000 a page in the pop and rock weeklies), and fly posting to in- display items, the decision is taken to go the whole hog 

with packaging, Digipak CDs or picture discs at £1 an item will add another £10,000. Video budgets are generally 50% recoupable from artist royalties, but the £20,000-plus required to arrestingly promote the image of a rock or pop act will still make a considerable dent in the marketing spend. Consequently, long before release date, a bullish major may have put more than £60,000 behind a single, where a dance label, focusing on an immediately identifiable public and spending as little as £2,000 on a video, may have earmarked less than £5,000. The small companies may double this figure by "buying in" those club, radio and press promotional services handled by a major's in- 
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<is aiseofcareJs? 

Kj LOSE MONEY 
i THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE house personnel. But when a 20,000 sale Video budaet (50%) £12,500 across all four formats may generate a gross Press advertising £10,000 income in excess of £35,000 for them, the extra Promotional/free goods £10.000 £5,000 is still a reasonable investment. CD special packaging £10,000 Employing a strikeforce, and providing them £6,500 with discounted/free product to maximise any Independent promotion (plus chart bon us) £6.000 chart potential may add nearly £20,000 more 

Fly posters £4,000 to the marketing bill on a Top 20 single which. 
( In-store displays £3,000 in soft weeks, could sell no more than 50,000 

Independent press £2,000 copies, grossing as little as £55,000. Artwork £2,000 This might turn in a small profit for a little Photos £1,500 label once all manufacturing, recording and 
Club promotion £1,500 artist royalties have been paid. But it would 

£69,000 undoubtedly represent a loss to a major label 
| Source: Industry estimates based on a n | priority single released by a major rccon with company overheads in excess of £50,000 d label. per release. 
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Cowderoy, while Simon Greenfield, special products manager of Digipak manufacturers James Upton Ltd, equates special CD packaging with the elaborate gatefold sleeves which added to an album's perceived value back in the early Seventies. Last year Uptons worked on more than 1,500 different packages, from simple cardboard envelopes at a mere 25p each to highly imaginative and complicated designs like the recent concertina pack to accompany The Mission's Never Again which cost Phonogram nearly £1.50 an item. The average order was for 6,500 sleeves although certain limited editions enjoyed far shorter runs. Picture and shaped discs are still very popular, especially for heavy rock releases such as WASP's recent Chainsaw Charlie on Capitol, where the picture disc and seven-inch sleeve combined unfolded into a three foot replica chainsaw. The lion's share of UK picture disc work is undertaken by Orlake Records in Dagenham which services basic orders of5,000 at around 50p for a seven-inch and twice that for a 12- inch or shaped single. "We started manufacturing 16 years ago and record companies have been using us to help them 'spike' the charts very consistently ever since," says sales and marketing manager John Powell, "We've had a hand in more hit records than you might imagine." As more record companies get in on the act, Gallup rules concerning packaging have inevitably grown tighter. Charts director John Pinder points to a strictly defined list of articles, like posters, patches and badges, which can be given away without jeopardising chart chances. "Otherwise, if the packaging has intrinsic value and could be sold by itself, then the record would be immediately ineligible," he says. Critics wonder what the business is really about, however, when special packaging can often cost more than the music carrier itself. And some are accusing the majors of profligacy in a desperate attempt at "buying" chart positions for mediocre records. It's one of the problems with the industry at large according to PWL's David Howells. "Rather than giving people what they like, most record companies try to sell them what they feel they ought to like," he says. In the meantime those rave and techno labels — such as Reinforced, Shut Up And Dance and Network — which are hampered by the same burdensome, multi-format manufacturing costs, still manage to make healthy profits out of single sales alone. Network's Neil Rushton believes the majors' problems with singles are largely self-inflicted and due to accounting procedm-es geared to albums success. Network's records are cheap to make and their promotional costs are geared to the size of then- core market. "We've always based our 

office overheads on the sales base we've built up at specialist retail level," says Rushton. "The hits have come along by accident more than design, but we don't need them to 
Right across the board though, major and independent record companies alike have resorted to price cutting to give them an edge. Discounting and give-aways are nothing new, says Neil Pearce of Bristol outlet Rival Records. But when a retailer like Arcade's Paul Thomas claims that, most weeks, he can offer over half the records in the charts in any format for 99p, onlookers could be forgiven for thinking the brakes are off and the wagon out of control. GIN chief executive Adrian Wistreich estimates that record companies are now giving away as much as £25m worth of stock a year through their own or independent strikeforces such as Impulse, First Call or 3MV. Some shops are thought to benefit annually to the tune of £5,000 in free goods. Normally product is given away as part of what 3MV managing director Mike Heneghan calls "sensible commercial" deals which break off once the single makes the Top 20, such as one free single in every three or five ordered. But, Heneghan suggests, it is possible that less professional strikeforces could dump well in excess of 10,000 free copies in support of a single that may never sell as many. "If a dealer doesn't want to order your record because he doesn't feel it's a hit," says London's Colin Bell, "then you give him a couple of copies. You'll never get it into the charts if it's not in the shops first." Not surprisingly, racks and storerooms are filled to capacity with product for which there is no demand. Many dealers are currently clearing overstocks by offering five-for-the-price-of-one "happy bags". They may generate some extra customer traffic but neither record companies nor retailers greet them with much enthusiasm. "They devalue our artists and cheapen our industry's image," says Polydor's Ian Ramage. "It conifuses the public too," reckons Paul Thomas. "30% of my customers come in expecting to be able to buy a new release at 99p. And they accuse me of trying to rip them off if I want to charge them full price for anything." Thus the recent moves made by MCA commercial director John Pearson to introduce a minimum retail price for chart-eligible singles 

likely to stabilise the market. But i won't change much. As long as so much media attention is focused ai dependent upon the charts, competition for those new entry positions is going to stay as cut-throat as ever.  



MARKET PREVIEW 

Albums  
Sony's back catalogue compilations have frequently paled in comparison to those of its rivals, as they often simply duplicated US releases on which 11 or 12 tracks is the norm. But it has made great strides recently, and there can be nothing but praise for its latest Nice Price compilations. Best Ofs by Harold Melvin&The Bluenotes, Gladys Knight & The Pips, Shalamar and Sly & The Family Stone. With playing times well in excess of an hour in all cases, and up to 20 tracks, they also include licensed tracks — thus we get hits from all Gladys Knight's post-Motown affiliations (Buddah, CBS, MCA) and Shalamar hits originally available through RCA, Warner, MCA and CBS. The Best Of The Art Of 

Noise (China) has been out before, but for a limited period the original 10 track selection of seven-inch mixes is shrink-wrapped with a free album featuring a similar quantity of 12-inch mixes. Part of the China Takeaway promotion, it's bound to find an audience. Certain to perform even better than Garth Brooks' recent album, Billy Ray Cyrus' debut album, Some Gave All (Mercury), is nevertheless something of a disappointment. It shows all the signs of an album made in a hurry. Brief— like all country albums it has only 10 tracks — but a then unable to sustain rest, with the novelty value of Achy Breaky Heart ' s only real trump card. 
MARY JBUGE: What's The 411?. Uptown/MCA. Debuting impressively at number two on MWs Dance Albums chart last week as an import, this debut from 

New Yorker Mary is a multi-mood delight. R&B, hip hop and soul all take turns in the spotlight. Several tracks are impressive, not least the current US single You Remind Me. 
Singles 
Cool World is a megaflop movie in America, where the studio pulled the plug on publicity spending after just a week, but David Bowie's Real Cool World (Warner Bros), taken from the movie, is a success. It's Bowie's first solo single in five years, and smacks along brightly, but emptily in a style typical of his work with Nile Rodgers, who is back in the producer's 

With the Abba revival now on us, Roxette back in the chart, and Papa Dee/Dr Alban ascending the club listings, Sweden is hip once more. Cue Beagle, a new six piece from the country. 

Blige: imprei 
whose tempo-switching debut, The Things That We Say (Polydor), reveals them to be an interesting throwback, whose penchant for harmonies and jangling guitars is indulged to the full on a Beatles-esque track that only needs the right breaks to make a serious splash. Originally released in 1988, when it graced the movie Hiding Out, Roy Orbison & KD Lang's Crying (Virgin) is back and sure to score, partly because of Lang's recent 

higher profile, partly because it neatly follows Orbison's posthumous Top 10 hit I Drove All Night, and partly because it's a finely duetted remake of a song Orbison originally recorded in 1961. Another finger-clickin' winner of a reissue is Peggy Lee's 1958 hit Fever (Capitol). Currently being used on TV adverts for Impulse, it's a superior example of Lee's jazzily smokey style. 

RADIANT BABY: New Dawn (Ultrasonic). Small indie label impresses with this off-the-wall dance smash featuring Nina Simone in a wholly contemporary dance setting. Echoes of Rhythm Is A Mystery and even Cloud Nine add familiar elements to mixes, but it's Simone's effortless delivery that calls the tune. Alan Jones 

Classical video has already proved its mettle, but Castle isn't taking any chances with the launch of its new Music Maestro series. It is releasing its 12 classical videos, vacuum-packed with a complementary CD, only after extensive market research. And, to make doubly sure of targeting those music fans who would welcome a begin- ner's guide to classical, it has a national TV advertising campaign lined up. The first batch of titles, which feature such composers as Mozart, Beethoven and Bach, are re- leased this week with a dealer price of £8.84. PM1 is being equally bullish with its marketing of the new Runrig video Wheel In Motion (MVD 4910223) — and understandably so. The band's last video reached the Top 10 and, given their massive Scottish following, this 90- minute film of last year's con- cert tour looks set to follow suit. Due for release on August 24 with a £10.21 dealer price, it is backed by TV ads in three Scottish TV regions, plus win- dow and in-store displays in Menzies, HMV and 20 Scottish independents. PMl's other releases for Au- gust include the latest in its Karaoke series (MVP 4910173), also due out on Au- gust 24, and a special edition of the Metal Hammer video featuring Iron Maiden (MHV 4910213, The latter is out next week with a £6.12 dealer price. An August 24 release is planned for Warner Music Vi- sion's latest summer title, Eric Clapton's Unplugged (WMV 7599383113), A 70- rainute live film including 14 

Kylie: bumper package 

KYLIE: Greatest Video Hits (PWL Video VHF25). All 17 of Kylie's consequent Top 20 hits, plus a couple of bonus tracks, on this bumper 65-min- ute promo collection. Released on August 24 with a £7.48 dealer price, it will benefit from the TV advertising and marketing going behind both this and the accompanying al- bum. Selina Webb 

In these days of easy religiosity where fake fervour is the mark of every TV evan- gelist, it's refreshing to listen to gospel music from the Fort- ies and Fifties, when the emo- tions expressed were both in- tense and real. Accordingly Ace's Legends Of Gospel series is to be doubly welcomed. The first batch of five, all derived from the Spe- cialty label, feature Alex Bradford (Rainbow In The Sky, CDCHD 413), The Chosen Gospel Singers (The Lifeboat, 414), Dorothy Love Coates (Get On Board, 412), Sister Wynona Carr (Drag- net For Jesus, 411) and The Soul Stirrcrs (Shine On Me, 415). Particularly intriguing 

is the Carr set. Certainly the jazziest ever gospel singer, the 26-track collection confirms her as a major gospel star. Also from Ace is Great Day (391), the classic gospel collec- tion from The Staples Sin- gers. As the blues boom continues apace, interest in earlier, rural bluesmen is growing. Hence the welcome appearance of Ace's collection of 26 classic tracks from the mid-Twenties by Blind Lemon Jefferson (CDCH 399). That rural feel is still there in the Sixties re- cordings of little known bluesman Louisiana Red, if only because so many of the songs on The Lowdown Back Porch Blues (Sequel NEXCD 213) are adaptations of earlier ones. Also from Sequel there's He Knows The Blues (219), from contemporary bluesman, Otis Grand. In the manner of Joe Louis Walker (who ap- pears on the album) rather than Robert Cray, Grand is one of the cleanest sounding guitarists around. [iMmim'urm JOHN LEE HOOKER: Blues Brother (Ace CDCHD 405). Despite the plethora of Hooker CDs in the racks, there is room for one more. This is it, his first recordings, includ- ing the seminal Boogie Chillen, for Modern in 1948 that demonstrate his light rhythmic touch and caressing lyricism. Phil Hardy 

The summer slowdown really takes effect this week, with both the quantity and the gen- eral quality of dance singles well below normal levels. The only certain chart hit is The Shamen. The next best is prob- ably Cry Freedom by Mom- 

bassa (Union City Recordings UCRT8), an excellent African chant-based tune that has been getting a good reaction thanks to the current vogue for tribal-influenced progress- ive house. From the same label 
ed Feel The Rush by M.A.N.I.C. (UCRT7), which is very cliched and is disappoint- ing compared to their previous coupling of I'm Coming Hard- core and Take Me Away. On a much more soulful tip, MCA finally gets round to re- leasing Terry Ronald's What The Child Needs (MCST1679) a very tasty UK track that first saw light of day as a promo back in February. Suf- fice to say that it would have sat very comfortably on Phila- delphia International's 1977 Lets Clean Up The Ghetto compilation. Used To Be Your Lover by Zhype is a strong poppy swingbeat track that has been picked up by Pump Records (12PUM012). It de- serves to be a hit, but knowing the trouble that the majors have in getting swingbeat into the UK charts, this one is des- tined to be an underground fa- 

THE SHAMEN: Ebeneezer Goode (One Little Indian). Bringing together very auth- entic old-fashioned acid house sounds and a cheeky rap, this has instant appeal and is going to be a huge hit. A word of warning, however: it will make "absolutely outrageous 

The key question Deutsche Grammophon will be address- ing over the next few weeks is 

whether it is still home to the world's most popular conduc- tors. The deaths of Herbert von Karajan and Leonard Bernstein, and Sony's long- term plans for the Berlin Phil- harmonic raised questions about the yellow label's vol- ume sales potential. DG re- plies by showcasing two con- ductors. The 25th anniversary of Claudio Abbado's associ- ation with the label is marked by a 25 CD Abbado Edition, ti- ed in with the Italian conduct- ing the Vienna Philharmonic at the Proms. On the following night Pierre Boulez takes over the baton with the VPO in the Albert Hall, and DG launches its new long-term contracts with the Frenchman with heavy promotion of him conducting the Cleveland Or- chestra in discs of Debussy and Stravinsky. DG is also stressing its aris- tocratic soloist's pedigree with a second album, titled Adagio, of boldly played, easy-on-the- ear virtuoso works from cellist Mischa Maisky and the Orchestre de Paris under Semyon Bychkov, and in the autumn will showcase US so- prano Cheryl Studer, part- nering her with Luciano Pav- arotti in a recording of La Traviata. DG executives say the emphasis will remain on presenting quality artists in full-price releases, with no ex- pansion into the budget area. 
TEIXEIRA: Te Deum. The Sixteen Choir and Or- chestra/Harry Christophers. Collins. The August 21 Proms performance of this grandiose, operatic work by the Port- uguese composer should whet appetites for this excellent re- cording, full of virtuosic solo singing. Phil Sommerich 
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DON'T MISS... 

Music Week is giving people in the industry a chance to prove their musical mettle with 
a competition to find the best in-house staff band. Those taking part will represent Music 
Week, Chrysalis, A & M, Warner Chappell, EMI Music Publishing, PRS and Dreamhire. 
Cult seventies revival band The Funking Barstewards will be making a guest 
appearance on the night. 
The Big Gig will take place on Monday 7th September at The Marquee in London's 
West End, with all proceeds from the evening going to the Nordoff Robbins Music 
Therapy. Tickets will be priced at £5. 
For further information and ticket reservations please contact Kate MacKenzie on 

071 - 620 3636 
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TOP 15 SINGLES 
THE OFFICIAL ijtmsicweek CHART 

15 AUGUST 1992 

1 1 \ I Artist (Produce,) Publisher Labe.7-(12')(cDistribSog ill Artist [Producer) Publisher 
A 38 35 2 DOES IT FEEL GOOD TO YOU Pedet 10 74321102877/74321102871 (BMG) 74321102874774321102872 

1 i., RHYTHM IS A DANCER Snao (Snaol WC 743211021W74321102572 ® 39 22 3 LITHIUM DGC OGCS 9/OGCTP 9 (BMGl DGCSC9/OGCTD9 
A 2 3 3 BARCELONA 40 23 5 AIN'T NO MAN Dina Carroll (Lowisl PolyGtam/MCATZomba A&MAMIYIOOOI (F) AMMC 000IIAMCD 0001 

3 3 S AIN'T NO DOUBT 0 East West YZ686(T)(W1 la/Zomba YZ686aYZ686CD 4i om BREAKING THE GIRL Red Hot Chili Peppers IRubinlCC WametBiosW0126nwi(WI W0125C7WCn26CDX 
A 4 S s ACHY BREAKY HEART Mercury MER 373'-IF) MERMC37B1ERCD373 (s) 42 23 3 DON'T LET IT GO TO YOUR HEAD AcidjauBNHlxi i/bnhmu it Brand New Heavics/N'dea Davenport (Brand New Heavies) WC BNHCB1 

5 ^ e SHAKE YOUR HEAD F, jntana WASIX111/WASMC11/WASCD11 (F) 43 25 8 I'LL BE THERE Mariah Carey (Afanasfell/Careyl Jobele/EMI Columbia 6581377/-ISMi 658137476581375 ® 
6 3 , THIS USED TO BE MY PLAYGROUND S-reW0i22iTi(Wl 44 QQ1 GIVING HIM SOMETHING HE CAN FEEL En Vogue (McElroy/Fosler) CC Easl West America A 8524(1) (W) A8524C/A8524CO 

bfe ■ 7 |SI^ THE BEST THINGS IN... Peisi 3eciivePERSS7400/PERT7400/PERCS74(X)(F) swisl EMl/MCA/Beledat/Rated Rt 45 cm THEN CAME YOU MCA MCS(T11676 (BMG) MCSC 167&MCS TO 1576 
A 8 .2 S JUST ANOTHER DAY SBK112IS8K35IE) Jon Secada lEslelan Jnr/Casas/Ostwaldl EMI TCSBK35/C0SBK 35 46 32 5 LOVE U MORE Sunscreem (Sunscreem) BMG Sony S2 6581727/6581726 (SMI ■76581722 
A 9 " 2 DON'T YOU WANT ME Deconstrucllon/RCA 774321110501 (BMGl 74321110504/74321110502 47 38 2 TRIP II THE MOON Produchon House -/PNT042 (Self) •/PNC 042 

m vm THIS CHARMING MAN nmmmm 48 ™ 2 STAKKER HUMANOID Humanoid IDougans7Laker) Weslbury Jumpm 
11 " 3 BOOK OF DAYS YZWOO^WOCD 49 31 3 RUNAWAY TRAIN Elton John & Eric Clapton (Thomas) Big Pig/Anxio Rocket EJS29/-/EJSMC 29 (F1 ,us EJSCD29 
12 3 3 1 DROVE ALL NIGHT MCA MCS1652/-(BMG) MCSC1652/MCSTD1652 (?) 50 cm IN4CHOONS LATER Rozalla (3MI) Peer CALOSE 29/CDLOSE 29 
13 3 3 L.S.I. One Uttle Indian 68TP7/68TP12 IP) 51 33 3 NO ONE CAN EMI(12JMARILIPD)17|E1 -/CDMARILS17 

A 14 -3 3 HOW DO YOU DO! EMI EM 241/. (E) TCEM241/CDEM241 co PTTI CHANGE DZ huj Incognito (Maunick/Bull)Sony7CC Talkin Loud TLKIX) 26(F) TLKMC26/rU(C026 
15 « a SESAME'S TREET SubU(banBaseSUBBASE12SJSUBBA5E12ISROI Smart E's lArnold/Luna-c/Mr Tom) EMI SUBBASE120SUBBASE12CD 53 « 3 SWEETEST CHILD Maria McKee (Youth) MCA/Menace/EG GeffeGFSCS23/GFSTD23 

c 16 CS3 1 FOUND HEAVEN Id E d 54 « 3 
WISHING ON A STAR Cover Girls (Moran/Marvel) WC Epic 6581437/6581436 (SMI 

17 m BAKER STREET PWL '"tematolPMm^ OW 55 37 3 YOUR MIRROR Simply Red (Levine) EMI Easl West YZ 689/-(W) YZ689C/YZ689CD 
A 18 33 2 SILENT LUCIDITY EMI USA |12)MT|P01104 (El •/CDMTS104 55 « 2 WORLD SHUT YOUR MOUTH Julian Cope IStasiuml EMI Island (12)18 534(F) CIS534/CID534 

19 BOING! The Wedding Present (Gedge) Sony RCA 74321101177/-(BMGl 57 55 3 BABY GOT BACK Def Am erican DEFA 20112) (F) ■/0EFCD20 
20 " ' WHO IS IT Michael Jackson (JacksotVBollrcll WC Epic 6581797/6581796 ISM) 6581794/6581792 U1 CO TAKE IT EASY ON ME A House (Collins) Chrysalis Setanta(121AHOU2(E) TCAHOU2/CDAHOU2 

IIKI3. 2 
LET ME TAKE YOU THERE yzbttcwStcd 59 M GOING HOME The Tyrrel Corporation (The Tyrrel Corp/Lever7Pei Volanle TYRIXI 2/-/rYRCD 2 (E) ■cy) no credit 

C 22 MAGIC FRIEND 60 ii s EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING (REMIXI island vrealu2(F| IJ? (1 illywhite/Eno/lanois) Blue Mountain -TCREALE 
A 23 35 2 MR. LOVERMAN Shabba Ranks IBennelVDillonl AnchorfGre Epic 6582517/6582516 (SM) ensleeves 6582514/6582512. 61 33 3 SHOW YOU THE WAY TO GO Dannii Minogue (ForestTWhitmorel WC MGA MCSfOI WjlBMG) 

"cT 24 [03 UH HUH OH YEH 6bDMC86/60DC086 62 « 3 PRINCE OF PEACE Galliano (Talbot) SwanyardlBug Talkin Loud TLKIX) 24(F) ./rLKCD24 
c 25 QZl LOW LIFE IN HIGH PLACES EMI (12)EM(S) 242(E) 63 cm ONLY TIMEWLL TELUMY PEACE OF HEAVEN^^EasfcttaehcaM 

26 30 0 JESUS HE KNOWS ME j/Hit&Run 64 35 3 FACE TO FACE Siouxsie & The Banshees (HaguelWOVarious Wonderland SHE(X) 21 IF) SHECS21/SHEC021 
c 27 M PURPLE LOVE BALLOON A&MAM1Y) 0024(F) AMMC 0024/AMCD 0024 65 « i HOLD IT DOWN I 2BadMice(Playford)CC Moving Shadow-/SHADOW 14 (SRD) SHADOW 14C/SHAD0W14CD 

28 13 3 DAMN 1VVISH 1 WAS YOUR LOVER Colombia6WWWM 66 « is HAZARD 0 TCCL654/CDCL654 O 
29 '» a AMIGOS PARA SIEMPRE (...) Jose Carreras/Sarah BrighlmanlUoyd Web Really Useful RUR10/-/RURCS 10(F) iber/Wright)R Useful RURCD10 ® 67 53 3 ROFO'S THEME Rofo (Parks) All Boys PWL Continental -/PWLT 236 (W) -/PWC0236 
30 17 a WARM IT UP Columbia 6582187/6582186 (SMI 6582184/6582182 68 « ^ FULL TERM LOVE Cooli Mome Love (Marl) ChrysalisfEMI/Minder tempo C02oolS^OOCLCD2M 
31 » a A TRIP TO TRUMPTON Faze2(12|FAZE5(P) Jpfront CAFAZE5/CDFAZE5 69 cm THE ART OF MOVING BUTTS (REMIXI Shut Up And Dance feat Enn (SUAD) SUAD Shut Up And Dance SUAD 34S IP) SUAD 34/SUADMC 34/SUADC0 34 
32 33 2 MY GIRL VSCHMSCWSlS® 70 50 3 57 CHANNELS!...) Columbia658t337/-/6581334/65ai382ISM) 

A 33 33 2 IF YOU DON'T LOVE ME Prefab Sprout ILipsonl EMI Columbia SK 60/-(SM) SKTC60/SKCD60 71 53 3 SING ffrrF(X) 183(F) FCS183/FCD183 
-34 cm A SMALL VICTORY Faith No More (Wallace/Faith No More) Roi ̂ Slash LASH1X) ^LASCSg-USCD^lR 72 52 2 THE COLOUR OF LOVE NemotlcNWKmsUPl The Reese Project (Saundcrson/Banks) Drive-On/EMI NWKC51/NWKCD51 
35 is a SEXY MF/STROLLIN' i Prince And The New Power Generation (Pr 'aisley Park W 0123/-/W 012307/ 0123CD (W) ince And The NPG) CC:WC ® 73 5, 5 ALL 1 WANT IS YOU Bryan Adams (Unge/Adams) Rondor/Zomba A&MAMIY) 879(F) AMMC 879/AMCD 879 
36 23 3 THOSE SIMPLE THINGS/DAYDREAM TuQn2)SN064|BMG) Rinht Said Fred (Tommy D:Turbitt) Hit & RumEMI CASNOG 4/CDSN0G 4 (s) 74 51 3 1000% The Fatima Mansions (1 <i : mghl Radioactive -/SKX59IBMG) 

CO ABBA-ESQUE (EP) © Erasure (Bascombe)Bocu Mute I121MUTE144 (RTMVP) CMUTE144/CDMUTE144 75 cm HEY! WHAT'S YOUR NAME Baby June (DiReamlCC Arista n5271/61527RBMG) 
As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

ENVbGUE "X 
' he can feel IS of MY LOVIN', HOLD ON and YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORRY 
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THE 0 F FIHIA L imsicweek CHAHJ   15 AUGUST 1992 

27 » i DISAPPOINTED Elcctfonic 
11 DROVE ALL NIGHT Ro< n HEAVEN SENT INXS 

1Y PLAYGROUND Madonna 

W THE REAL THING U2 
12 is » AINT NO M 

A i 38 rrcil FOUND HEAVEN Take 1 

41 20 9 TOOFUNKY Ge 

. WALKING ON BROKEN GLASS An 44 35 LITHIUM Nil 
46 « - PRINCE OF PEACE 6a 

THE BEST THINGS... l 47 naidrowning in your eyes epi 
ase Rock FM 48 ESIROCK YOUR B/ 

TOP 10 BUEAmS REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFBLE 

' FORGOnON MAN THIS WEEK'S CONTRIBUTORS: 

US TOP 50 SBSmES | | W. Ana, Ub., 1 1 T*. 
AU 4 END OF THE ROAD, Boyz 11 Men Motown A 26 26 JAM, Michael Jackson Epic 0 1 SOME GAVE ALL. Billy Ray Cyrus Mercury 26 BODY COUNT. Body Count Sire 
A 2 3 BABY-BABY-BABY. TLC LaFace A 27 32 JUMP AROUND. House Of Pain Tommy Boy 2 2 TOTALLY KROSSED OUT. Kris Kross Ruffhouse 27 25 THE SOUTHERN HARMONY... The Black CrowesOef American 

3 i THIS USED TO BE MY PLAYGROUND. Madonna Sire 28 m TENNESSEE. Arrested Development Chrysalis A3 5 TEN, Pearl Jam _ Epic 28 MACK PADDY, Sir Mix-A-lot DelAmeria 
4 2 BABY GOT BACK, Sir Mix-A-Lot Def American A 5 s NOVEMBER RAIN. Guns N'Roses Geffcn A 29 34 YOU REMIND ME, Mary JBIige Uptown A30 35 E3PLEASEDONTGO.KWS NextPIateau 1 5 4 BOOMERANG (OST), Various LaFace 30 j, SHADOWS AND LIGHT, W.lson Phillips SBK 
fi 7 IIKT ANOTHER DAY. Jon Secada SBK 31 77 DAMN 1 WISH 1 WAS... Sophie B Hawkins Columbia ,2 MO' MONEY (OST). Various Perspective 31 2s 3 YEARS 5 MONTHS &2 DAYS,Attested Oeveloph.nl OinsiSi 
7 s LIFE IS A HIGHWAY, Tom Cochrane Capitol 32 25 MY L0VIN' (YOU'RE NEVER G0NNA...I. En Vogue Atco 1 7 6 COUNTDOWN TO EXTINCTION, Mcgadeth Capitol A 32 ■ BARCELONA GOLD, Various WarnerBros 

A fi <1 GIVING HIM SOMETHING HE...En Voque Atco 33 29 GOOD STUFF,B52s Reprise 8 9 ROPIN' THE WIND, Garth Brooks Capitol 33 a MTV; PARTYT0 GO,V0L2,Various TommyBoy 
9 s ACHY BREAKY HEART. Billy Ray Cyrus Mercury 34 30 THEY WANT EFX, Das EFX Atco 9 1, BLOOD SUGAR SEX MAGIK, Red Hot Ch>'i Peppers Warne'Bros 34 n EXTREMIST, Joo Satriaoi Relativily 

All ,2 COME & TALK TOME. Jodeci Uptown A 36 40 Qj*) EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING, U2 Motown 11 ,0 WAY 2 FONKY, DJ Quik Prof.le 36 jj ANGEL DUST, Faith No More Slash 
A12 ,» GO THE ONE, Elton John MCA 37 33 GO HOLD ON MY HEART, Genesis Atlantic 12 13 METALLICA, Metallica Elektra 37 aa TIME, LOVE AND TENDERNESS, NkhialBalm Crteita 

13 13 WARM IT UP, Kris Kross Ruffhouse A 38 47 DO 1 HAVE TO SAY THE WORDS. Bryan Adams A&M F 13 7 SHORTY THE PIMP. Too Short Jive 38 11 WYNONNA, Wynonna Curb : A14 22 GQ STAY. Shakespears Sister London l A 39 SHE'S PLAYING HARD TO GET, Hi-Five Jive = 14 - BUSINESS NEVER PERSONAL. EPMD RAL 39 a, LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bonn,eBaitt Capitol | A£B m HUMPIN'AROUND. Bobby Bro-wn MCA 40 37 EVERYBODY'S FREE (TO FEEL GOOD), Rozalla Epic 5 A15 ,9 TEMPLE OF THE DOG. Temple Of The Dog A&M 40 u FOREVER MY LADY, Jodeci MCA 1 16 ,0 E3 TOOFUNKY, George Michael Columbia 41 3, JUST FOR TONIGHT, Vanessa Williams Wing 16 14 NO FENCES, Garth Brooks Capitol 41 „ USE YOUR ILLUSION II. GunsN'Roses GeKen A17 21 KEEP ON WALKIN', Ce Ce Peniston A&M 42 js JUMP. Kris Kross Ruffhouse 17 is USE YOUR ILLUSION 1, Guns N'Roses Geffen 42 0 CD CLASSIC OUEEN. Queen Hollywood 18 „ WISHING ON A STAR. The Cover Girls Epic A 43 -1 WANNA LOVE YOU, Jade Giant 18 17 OOOOOOOHHH...ONTHETLC,TLC LaFace 43 M [UK] ACHTUNG BABY. U2 lsUn^ 19 ,1 E3 FRIDAY I'M IN LOVE. The Cure Fiction A44 « BACK TO THE HOTEL, N2Deep Profile 19 15 FUNKY DIVAS, En Vogue Atco 44 a COME ON COME ON. Mary Cliapin Carpenter Columto A 20 ,9 THE BEST THINGS IN UFE _ L Vandross'J Jackson Persp 45 3« SLOW MOTION, Color Me Badd Giant 20 i« E3 THE ONE. Elton John MCA A 45 SINGLES IOST), Various EF'C 21 ,s IF YOU ASKED ME. Celine Dion Epic 46 4, MR L0VERMAN (from 'Deep Cover'), Shabba Ranks Epic A 21 ■ E3 YOUR ARSENAL. Morrissey Sire 46 a# JON SECADA, Jon Secada SB- A 22 23 TAKE THIS HEART. Richard Marx Capitol A47 a GIVE U MY HEART, Babylace (feat Toni Braxton) LaFace A22 26 BRAND NEW MAN. Brooks & Dunn Arista 47 u CnWISH,lheCr"« F":,'0n 

23 20 UNDER THE BRIDGE, Red Hot Ch.1. Peppers Warner Bros A 48 50 RESTLESS HEART. Peter Cetera Warner Bros A23 24 E3 WE CAN'T DANCE. Genesis Atlantic 48 « DEAD SERIOUS, Das EFX   94 « I'LL BE THERE, Mariah Carey Columbia A 49 49 TWILIGHT ZONE, 2 Unlimited Radikal 24 20 m ADRENALIZE, Def Leppard Mercury 49 - EKI SHEPHERD MOONS, Enya BePl^ t tc „ am r WANT. Toad The Wei Sprocket Columbia A50 - CROSSOVER. EPMD RAL A 25 - HOUSE OF PAIN, House Of Pain Tommy Boy 50 « GOOD STUFF, The B-RV's Rep_ 
Charts courtesy Billboard. 15, August, 1992 A Arrows are awai rded ,0 those products demonstrating the greatest a.rplay and sal. as gain E 3 UK acts, (uk] UK-signed acts. 

US TOP 50 Miygli 



Mid WiilS 
AT ii fil £ITf 
Perfecto, deConstruction and ffrr are to host showcase nights at In The City, England's first music convention. Reactor Promotions will have its own club night during the September 12-16 event where other treats include Pete Waterman's hi-energy party at The Hacienda and an opening show with Brand New Heavies. 

SKNMG BOOSTS VliMi 
Carleen Anderson has formalised her split with The Young Disciples by signing a solo deal with Virgin Records. The deal gives Virgin a welcome lift after the disruption of the EMI takeover. Since announcing she wanted a break from The Disciples, id by 

his was the first company she spoke to. He signed her to Circa for a "long term album deal". Anderson, who co-wrote most of The Young Disciples' material, has given Circa a demo of more than 30 new songs which Newton describes as "an 
He also says the deal does stop her working with The Disciples' whose 'Road To 

Freedom' album is shortlisted for the Mercury Music Prize. "In trying to reach a wider audience we don't want to sacrifice the following she garnered through The Young Disciples," Newton says. Anderson worked with The Disciples on a project-by-project basis and was never signed to Talkin Loud except as a featured singer. 

W& ; 
fw 

i r - 

I Mi 
remit does it say we havr " 'sd music. It says we which I believe we ar 

JAM SESSION: With questions over his facial appearance and physical health, this hasn't been the smoothest of UK visits for Wacko Jacko. But according to Sony he is now back to full strength and ready to complete a rescheduled tour. 

There's certainly no shortage of fresh faced looks and bounding vitality in his new promo video for 'Jam', where he is joined by teenage Jumpers Kris Kross and millionaire slam dunker Michael Jordan (above). 'Jam' is out on August 24. 

;ture Book WMV 

BUZZ FACES COURT 
mmMriisi row 

Birmingham black music station Buzz FM is being taken to court over a playlist bust-up. Dismissed DJ Mikey B claims he was ordered out after refusing to play mainstream soul on his specialist rap and swing show. And he accuses Buzz of betraying its musical roots. But the station's new programme controller Tony Ingham says Buzz remains true to its policy of playing "multi ethnic" music. An industrial tribunal will hear the DJ's case in September. "Nowhere in 
should be multi says Ingham. Mikey B, whose full name is Michael Bussue, claims pirates are now reclaiming listeners who once tuned in to Buzz. The city's pirates, including Power, Quest and Joy FM, are among the country's leading underground dance stations. I North west London pirate soul station of the late Eighties, Trax FM, is gearing up to apply for a legal licence serving the local black/Asian community. 

irspace Prism Leisure 

Continues.. VidColl 

MVB9913243 
BMG Video 

n 

1YRREL 
CORPORATION 

GOENG HOIVIE 
THE ROGER 
SANCHEZ MIXES 
OUT THIS WEEK 

* 
h 

i ms weeKs new releases mosT mceiy to nit tne lop /b next weeK 
® From 9.30am every Monday 

Calls charged at 34p per minute off-peak, 45p per minute peak times. Information services prepared by Entertainment Research and Analysis (ERA) 
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CHART BOOK 
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE UK TOP 75 - 1991 ★ Top 75 Singles and Albums (or each week of the yeor, ★ Chort profiles for all hit artists and lilies. 

UKOrder! " ^^91 (^l2:75Xf-tT,al mSr01 

ManUKOrders 

PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITH ilUSk Week   ;MW/23] 



CooIt focus 

lis Swedish duo 
4) HAPPY FEELINGS Shades Of Rhythm 
5) WALKIN'ON Sheer Bronze 
3 FALLIN* DOWN Nu Colours 

(1) LOVE IS ENERGY Joe Roberts 

3 TAKE YOU THERE D'Lusion Big on white label and now with new G 
5) EBENEEZER GOODETheShamen 
8) SUPERVISOR ERROR The Diceman 

5) PUT YOUR HANDS TOGETHER Todd Terry Project 
3 DAY AND NIGHT Novecento 

(9) BASS SHAKE Urban Shakedown 
(10) RIOT OF EMOTION Riot Of Emotion 

WJrl 

E SHAMEN: GOODE TUNE A guide to the most essential new club tunes as featured 
l0 on IFM's "Essential Selection", with Pete Tong, 4 broadcast every Sunday between 7-8pm. Compiled by data collected from leading DJs and the fol- xSns&v lowing stores; City Sounds/Flying/ Zoom (London), Eastern Bloc/Underground (Manchester), 23rd Precinct (Glasgow), 3 — Beat (Liverpool), Warp (Sheffield), Trax (Newcastle). 

• t z 

Nearside Records, 158C Blackstock Road, London N5 (1 Oft x 20ft). 
Strictly vinyl. 'Good UK house, top Euro stuff and a weird and alternative section that's always full of strange sounds." — Toby Handsome, manager. 

EIEI0ZES3 "Having been open for a mere three months we haven't the regular crowd that, say, Flying or Tag have got, but I think when word gets about we will. There is no other shop like ours on this side of London. We're starting a label in September and are currently in the studio. Our aim is to supply the nicest sounds around and be a stepping stone for local talent." — Toby Handsome. 
'Selective but wide-ranging tastes in music. They stock everything from classy British product such as Boys Own and Cowboy to the best Euro and US product. They give friendly and knowledgeable service — what more do you need?" — Chris Butler, Deltra Distribution. 

"I buy a lot of UK and Euro house and they have a good selection. They always have a good selection of secondhand stuff too." — Shane Gibson (Naked Lunch, Ophelia, The Gardening Club, Maximus). 

club 
HSBEl Strutt, 21 Shepherds Bush 

interesting product I hadn't heard before — good from an A&R point of view." — Paul Glancy, Rhythm King. 

DEO 

ture Book WMV 

'irspace Prism Leisure 

Continues.. VidColl 

Green, London W12. Sundays 7pm- midnight. 
300/2K/entrance through tunnel of white Arctic camouflage; visuals by Eye; pub prices. 

"People dress up and are waiting to get in by 7pm." — Chris Childs, promoter. 
"Progressive house music. It's sophisticated — hard without being rave. Sometimes we give new DJs a chance but the quality of mixing is a central feature of the club." — Chris Childs. 

SHHj Regular DJs — Rad Rice, Richard Ford. Guests include Darren Emerson, Paul Daley, Laurence Nelson, Billy Nasty, Stuart McMillan, Danny Rampling. 
lUMtlilHI Eagle's Prey 'Tonto's Drum & Bass Mix'; One Dove 'Transient Truth'; Shakespears Sister 'Black Sky'; Photon Inc 'Give A Little Love'; Sound Clash Republic 'The Follow Up EP' (Fabi Paras Mix). 

"Everyone's really up for it which is good for a Sunday night." — Darren Emerson. 
'The music is really good. I heard a lot of 

M DANCE UPDATE 3 
<v mis weeKS new releases most iiKeiy to mr me lop /o next weeK 

• From 9.30am every Monday 

Calls charged at 34p per minute off-peak, 45p per minute peak times. Information services prepared by Entertainment Research and Analysis (ERA) 
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featuring destry 
love's gat a hold an me 
out now 7"/12"/cd 

w I ma vvcd\ a new leieasea must iiK«iy 10 nil ine I op /D neXI WOGK 
• From 9.30am every Monday 

Calls charged at 34p per minute off-peak, 45p per minute peak times. Information services prepared by Entertainment Research and Analysis (ERA) 
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D i i AIN'T NO DOUBT: 

! a DO YOU REALLY V 

'virivl 

p r o ro-B o 
| 'Vein Melter' deliver a (Planet, Germany). The fi t, 'Hypnotised', is completely irresistible trance house with smooth vocal samples complementing the percussion. Appealing to most clued-up DJs, this can be slotted into any kind of set. Acid basslines and hihats, deep kick drum and the male spoken vocal. "We created a ' called house but in some there still was doubt, we r them". Can't slop 
'Ebeneezer Goode' (One Little Indian promo). Serious techno DJs will go for the pounding wildly acidic remixes from Plus 8's Richie Hawtin. Meat Beat Manifesto 

x. The one that will get m plays is which see digging oi 
Jolly Roger v Eddie Richards his old acid sounds ranking up the totally ridiculous rap. Absolutely outrageous mate, indeed!... d 

| 'Unreleased 

licensed from Holland but on an Italian import and bought in Berlin. 'Poing' is a unique track which you'll either love or hate, and guess what - it has this massive boing or "poing" springy sound in it which can turn a dancefloor into a pogo-kangaroo stomping techno rave-up in a flash. It seems to be an acquired taste, but it certainly does the magic trick for us. Get those air fill* legal high.... 

Germany). This has the uncanny ability to make people go completely mad for no obvious reason - until you analyse it. The slowed down 'Mentasm' samples, bell-sirens and a naughty rude rap (almost indecipherable) are all there. Its production may be muddy but it's great. Should appeal to the hard breakbeat/rave crowd Super llgOjBi 
K3Z3 

| 'Riot Of 

Project Vol 2' (US Freeze). The track to go for here is 'Scat Cat'. It is very Gypsymen, very Todd Terry and very good, with scat vocals spaced by those really^ hard-hitting rhythms. Cool.. 
Poing' (Sound Of The Bomb, Italy). This is 

Emotion' (Tomato Records promo). AJ from Renegade Soundwave was involved in the production of this record, so the deep and devastating basslines will come as no surprise. They are topped off with waves of echoey effects to create a vast sea of sound. Not the most accessible of tunes, but very adventurous and dropped in the right club at the right time coujd cause serious mayhem.,  ra 
Space' (Dance Ecstasy 2001, 

________ 'Fallin' Down' (Wild Card/Polydor promo). Paul Gotel of Well Hung Parliament and Power Promotions fame has come up with a very beefy remix of this track, which brings in thumping rhythms, Tony Humphries style cheesy organ, and teasing Gypsymen samples. Due out as a limited edition on August 24, but don't expect another 'Tears' E3 

Heat seekers: Roger Sanchez, GTO, Andy Beevers 

© Copyright ERA Compiled usid 
TOP 10 Bf 

US TO 

A5 s NOVEMBER RAINi 6 > JUST ANOTHER [ 7 « LIFE ISA HIGHwi A 8 » GIVING HIM SOMETij 9 t ACHY BREAKY Hq A10 H MOVE THIS, Te. All » COME & TALK TO 

16 to CaTOOFUNKY^ 

I GTO REVIEW CREW 

GEORGE BENSON 

ftPATTI AUSTIN 
I'll Keep Your Dreams Alive 

• AS HEARD ON RADIO 1 • 
Releasedl7th August 

7"/12"/MC/CD 

19 i. Ei FRIDAY I'M IN LOVE, Th « BACK TO THE HOTEL, N2Deep » THE BEST TmWCSlHUFE -L' 21 i, IF YOU ASKED ME, Ce 122 23 TAKE THIS HEART, Richard Ma ■i MR LOVEBMAM llrom 'Peep Coverl SluUn Hn 
» UNDERIHEBRIDGE.RM 

125 a ALL I WANT, Toad Tlie Wa Sproctei 
A48 w RESTLESS HEART. Pc 
A 50 ■ CROSSOVER. EPI 

19 » FUNKY DIVAS. En a COME ON COME ON, Mary-Cha 
■ 133 YOUR ARSENAL, Mornssi A45 « SINGLES iOST),Various 

A 22 H BRAND NEW MAN, BtooEs & Dunn 46 m JON SECADA.Jo 
3 ii E3 WE CAN'T DANCE, Genesis 24 w CH ADRENALIZE, Del Leppaid 48 u DEAD SERIOUS, Da 

A25 ■ HOUSE OF PAIN, Ho 49 - B SHEPHERD MOONS, Enya 



fTTM Anyone who hankers after club credibility s 
I \ I / j their underground connections. But they don't come much deeper than those which produced Whyle's flamenco-fuelled booty shaker, □ 'Promises'. Instead of relying on a sampler and a stack of Julio Iglesias records for their Mediterranean flavours, the inventive quartet picked up an underemployed busker from the depths of King's Cross tube station. "Now he's a member of the band," says Robert Gillam, who with partner Brynley Knight forms the writing nucleus of the band. "The track started out as a straight Italo-house number, then we tried an Arabic style. Then when we found our busker we settled on the flamenco idea. We couldn't quite make our minds up." The result sits somewhere between balearic beat and hispanic house: an unofficial Eldorado anthem with a kick like a duty free Cuba Libre with stripped down Fabio remixes as a chaser. Hailing from Britain's answer to Benidorm — Southend — Whyte know all there is to know about sand, sea and summer- time anthems. But the Torremolinos-tinged sound of 'Promises' tells only half the story. "We lay across the top of the categories," says Gillam. "We don't identify with any one type of music. It all depends on my frame of mind. Sometimes you can be watching Home And Away and get an idea from that." Even so, an inventive house interpretation of 'Purple Haze' as a debut, a forthcoming college tour of indie strongholds and a new deal with Dieter Meier of Yello's Solid Pleasure label reveal hidden depths. "A lot of our background is rock, so we're definitely not a couple of guys stuck in a studio with a computer," says Gillam, who laughingly lists outfits like Love Lust & Sex and Crime & Passion among his credits. "People are so busy listening to DJs or PAs miming to a tape these days that it just knocks them over to see someone who's got the guts to do it live." Martin Pearson 

DEO 

a 

n 1 #-P 7" • 12" • CD • MC wTIC Lite CD contains additional mix by Mike "Hitman" Wilson 
Out on 17th August 1992 arista 

O This week's new releases most likely to hit the Top 75 next week 
9 From 9.30am every Monday 

Calls charged at 34p per minute off-peak, 45p per minute peak times. Information services prepared by Entertainment Research and Analysis (ERA) 
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People | 

I ... 

a a RUNAWAY TRAlf^ 

B b DO YOU REALLY W 

5 s. THEN CAME YOU 

8 t. GIVING HIM SOME! 
10 n COMMUNICATION 

US TO 

i JUST ANOTHER ^ 7 . LIFEISAHIGHimj 
i ACHY BREAKY Hlj A10 .. MOVE THIS, Tei COME & TALK TCj 

13 » WARM IT UP, KM 

16 i. CElTOOFUNKY.G', A17 a KEEP ONWAEKlh 

s hard not to us of William George. Not only is the north Londoner earning an honest crust in music, adding his vocals to some wicked dance tunes, but he was also once a semi-professional football player in Italy. His skill with a leather ball came in handy as a source of finance while he was session singing his way around Europe six years ago, spicing up tracks in the pre-glory days of Euro disco. "it was a team just outside Milan, not actually in Milan though," explains George. "I wouldn't be here now if that were the ci The singer's musical journey has led him to the door of Epitome Of Hype, with whom he has recorded his debut solo offering, the buzzing, cardiograph-busting 'Out Of Sight'. George hails from Muswell Hill in north London, an area busting with musical talent. Local heroine Vivienne McKone introduced him to his singing coach and George also performed in a band with her brother Ernie, bassist with Push and now Galliano. Davydd Chong 

Being swamped by 14-year-old girls might be some people's idea of heaven, but for Liquid's Eamon Downes and Shane Heneghan, appearing on Top Of The Pops, it was the last straw. Downes says, "The camera angles were bad and Ce Ce Rogers, who came over from New York to perform the vocals live on 'Sweet Harmony', drowned us out. Then all of a sudden there's all these 14-year-olds who would've given the same reaction to anyone on stage — even the janitor." Downes works one day a week at London dance shop Port For Music in Whitechapel, which is where he met Heneghan, a compulsive record buyer. Their second release, 'Liquid Is Liquid', through XL, is a dreamy track with a spine-tingling, atmospheric top line that floats over a sub-aquatic bass. Liquid aren't holding their breath for another TOTP slot though. "We'd rather it stayed underground and everyone liked it," says Heneghan. Sarah Davis. 

""""AT ,10 

10 RM DANCE UPDATE 

19 ig B3 FRIDAY I'M IN LOVE, The Cjrc 3 in THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE. -.V: a SLOW MOTION. Color Me Badd » IF YOU ASKED ME. Co 46 » MR 10VERMAN (from'Deep Cove A 22 n TAKE THIS HEART, Ric A47 « GIVE U MY HEART, Bai A 46 to RESTLESS HEART, Pel 
24 » I'LL BE THERE, Manah Carey A 49 «9 TWILIGHT ZONE, 2 Unlimi 

12 COME ON COME ON, Mary-Chapm Carpe 
A21 • Eg YOUR ARSENAL, Morriss A45 » SINGLES (OST),Vai 
A 22 a BRAND NEW MAN, Br, 24 eg WE CAN'T DANCE, Ge 24 w EH ADRENAUZE, Def Leppard A25 HOUSE OF PAIN, Ho 



Remember The Jets, that outfit who had a hit with 'Crush On You'? Vibe Alive's Austin does. He's sampled a line from their follow-up flop, 'Rocket 2 U', for his great new single 'Rock If. Does this mean that Austin used to have slightly less than discerning musical tastes? "The single was lent to me by a friend," is his all too familiar plea of innocence. For the past few years, Austin has been running Suburban Base's studio, working as an engineer on a whole host of tracks by acts such as Son'z Of A Loop Da Loop Era and Run Tings. He has also released 'I Get High' under his own name and the excellent ragga-rave 'Future Sound EP' as the Phuture Assassins. Recent remixing projects have included Andronicus and the chartbound 'House Of Love' by E17. Trancey, chunky and relatively slow, 'Rock It' wears its "progressive house" badge with pride, especially in its even more hypnotic, French Kiss style, Acorn Arts remix. But Austin is not turning his back on the sounds that have helped make his name. "I will do plenty more rave stuff," he says, "but I am maturing musically and I want to go off in different directions." To help accommodate these ambitions, Suburban Base has formed a new offshoot label called Fruit Tree. It should be well worth watching. Andy Beevers 

The Dynamic Guv'nors' latest platter is like a lucky bag of sweets; its contents are tasty and varied, and it still manages to pack the odd surprise. It's difficult to fi the pick of this mix, ranging from the chart-friendly lead I track 'Just Another Lover' to the bassy, dub-v of 'These Guys Are Doper Than Dope' and the Detroit- | flecked dreams of 'Summer Dub Parts 1&2'. The Dynamic Guv'nors team of programmer S Aston Harvey, rapper Dasszzle D and singer Lou-eze are | headed by Jazzy Jason, the man who put the Funk back into rave. Lou-eze, a prolific session/backing singer for three I years, describes 'Just Another Lover' as "a melodic I vibe about deception". After a recent collaboration with Julian Jonah, where does she go next? A solo career? "Yeah," she enthuses. "Just wait until I get a big record contract and I'll phone you right back." Davydd Chong 

Raised with six adopted brothers of Afro-Caribbean origin, it was inevitable that Amos Pizzey would pick up on the musical vibes they brought into the house. Mum Erin ran a battered women's refuge along quite liberal lines. So when her 10-year-old started sprouting dreadlocks and MCing in London sound systems, she was with him all the way. He says, "I must have looked crazy — a skinny little white boy with huge locks, chatting patois. But we led a bit of a hippy existence and I was very wild and independent." Fast forward a few years 

DEO 

The Dynamic 

several Jesus Loves You tracks  and the formation of his own band, l-Sus AD, with Darren Vazz. Their fierce new single, 'Darkissour', is poised to kick ass in a serious way, with three blistering dance mixes and a melancholy garage version. "I've slipped in a metal mix," confides Pizzey, "because I still love the power of rock energy." Axl Rose watch your back. Sandra Dunkley 

THE DANCE SUPPLEMENT... 
...IN THE CITY... 
...IN THE DANCE MAG. 
Issue date SEPTEMBER 12th 
Call Heddi or Steve 00 
071-921 5939 

a 

RM DANCE UPDATE 11 
® This week's new releases most likely to hit the Top 75 next week 

® From 9.30am every Monday 

Calls charged at 34p per minute off-peak, 45p per minute peak times. Information services prepared by Entertainment Research and Analysis (ERA) , 
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THOSE of you who are among the notebook and snorkel parka brigade on music's platform one will already have spotted that it is exactly 15 years since Donna Summer's 'I Feel Love' topped the chart, just as two techno covers are unleashed (see p2)... Love is certainly in the air up Stafford way as Altern 8's Mark Archer announces he is to wed "lifetime sweetheart" Karen Homsby. But will he take his mask off to consum-8 it? ... From marriage to divorce, reports reach us of a split between Cooltempo and New Jersey homegirl Adeva ... Since Gladys Pizarro left New York's Nervous label (Beats & Pieces, July 18) all A&R is handled by former lawyer Michael Weiss ... But Pizarro returns to Strictly Rhythm whose new UK rep is Phil Cheeseman ... And since Strictly picked up the tune by Switzerland's D Jaimin after hearing it spun by Tony Humphries during the NMS, it has now been licensed to Cooltempo for release over here ... Still with New York, watch for a whole new range of clothing from Nervous to follow its omnipresent tees and caps ... The new 808 State single after a year-long lay off is the aptly titled 'Time Bomb'... It's tough out there in clubland with Brixton's Vox closed due to tax problems. But a comeback 

. /J 

> CHAPTER & THE VERSE 

is still in the offing ... On August 27 Newcastle's Mango has Sasha, Mike Pickering and Fabi Paras in a staggering line-up for a 9pm-2am do .. . Kudos in Watford is being re-opened by First Leisure after a £2m refit.. • One of Ministry of Sound's backers finds himself out of favour with another who is said to be disgruntled after press suggestions of drug taking at the club ... Chapter & The Verse, now signed to Ten, have an Opaz remix of 'In Another World' out on September 1 ... Ten City are on the PA trail at London's Legends (Aug. 13), Heaven (14), Ministry of Sound (15)... This weekend's biggie in Scotland is Rezerection at Ingliston's Royal Highland Centre with N-Joi PAing and Derrick May and Mickey Finn and others on the decks .. But Scotland is not all rave and banging hardcore as Falkirk's Hubba Hubba label points out (RM, pi last week). Despite reports to the contrary it is not a techno label, preferring instead the progressive house tag ... And there's more confusion to clear up following last week's RM mention for Dub Funk Association (p2), the mission to fuse reggae, jazz and club sounds, set up by Kelvin and Tony Richards, not Zion Records' Neil Henfrey as stated ... AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 
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TOP 30 VIDEO TOP 15 
THE OFFICIAL liusicweek CHART MUSIC VIDEO 

' | | | Calegory/running time Cafnol | 1 | Caiegmv/mnmng time Cafnol - * ir,5:™, U , , ROBIN HOOD WaltDS 16 1. 3 AIR AMERICA GLD50992 ■ 1 , „ SIMPLY RED: Moving Picture Book WMV ■J " Compilalion/45min 9031754343 ■) „ , GHOST £ 23 2 Drama/2 hrlmin vunii 17 is , WWFSUMMERSLAM'91 Silver Vision VHR 2496 "» Sport/56 min WF095 9 , s ERASURE: Abba-esque BMG Video Video Smgle/lSmm 74321101103 9 , t AN AMERICAN TAIL: FIEVEL 2 Children's/! hr 12 min VHRITO 18 " 4 PRINCE&TheNPG: SexyMF 7599383143 9 , PRINCE & THE NPG: Sexy MF WMV ^ ' Video Sin0le/2Omin 7599383143 
^ 3 ,7Sp"da"!:nlt™Evfhr:28r!ineWAttitUde ||^29 iq QUEEN: Queen At Wembley MVP 9912593 A „ QUEEN: At Wembley PMI ^ ^ Live/1 hrlSmin MVP9912593 C a ,, ALIENS J ' 15 Sci Fi/2hr34min FoxVideo 20 is 3 THE SOUND OF MUSIC (Wide Screen) FoxVideo WS 1051 K t , DR. DEVIOUS: Dance In Cyberspace Prism Leisure ^ Live/50min PLATV 951 g 5 „ THE LOVERS'^GUIDE 2 PiCLkTV0C04 21 17 3 DIE HARD 2 (Wide Screen) FoxVideo g , 41 QUEENh We Will Rock You MusicClub 
7 , „ THE LITTLE MERMAID ' 7 Children's/! hr 19 min Walt Dfe !22177™!therussiahouse MGM/UA PES 54238 7 , ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits WMV * "■ Compilation/53min 7599382993 g 6 „ THE RESCUERS DOWN UNDER Walt Disney 09 , THE LOVERS'GUIDE Children's/1 hr 17 min D211422 £mX' Special lnierest/1 hr Pickwick LTV 001 9 MADNESS; Divine Madness Virgin u Compilation/lhrSOmin VVD1003 Q .. M ROBIN HOOD ■ PRINCE OF THIEVES Warner HV OA , ALIEN ^ Aclion/2hrl7niin PES 12220 * 28 Sci-Fi/1 hr 56 min FoxVideo 0 8 2 MICHAEL JACKSON: Legend Continues.. WdColl 

10 ,3 „ THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS ( Columbia Tristar yi\ PR DEVIOUS: Dance In Cyberspace Prism Leisure CVR 22819 Music/50 mm PLATV 951 If) 9 ..QUEEN: Greatest Flix II PMI "u ,0 Compilation/1 hr20min VC4112 
11 » 8 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES II Foxvideo 7fi PRW WWF 4TH ANNUAL SURVIVOR SERIES Children s/1 hr 27 mm 1921 Sporl/2 hr Silver Vision I 11 la KRIS KROSS: Jump SMV 5 • • ■ttl Video Single/15min 491392 
12 ,2 3 SIMPLY RED: Moving Picture Book^WMV £7 ALONE Foxvideo 12 is sr CARRERAS/DOMINGO/PAVAROTTIPolyGmm Vid 
13 15 8 PINGU 2: Building Igloos BBC 27 H55 DOCTOR WHO: Daleks - Early Years BBC BBCV4812 UaiilSci-Fi/l hr46min BBC\/4810 13 UJQUEEN: Bm Of Flix MVB9913243 
14 ,6 6 ERASURE: Abba-esque BMG Video 29 20 3 THE ABYSS (Wide Screen) FoxVideo WS 1561 1A .. CHER: Extravagana - Live BMG Video 1 ^ ^ Live/54min 791 224 IK , , BATMAN (Wide Screen) Warner Home Video OR THE DOORS 1J 3 Action/2 hrlmin PES12546 J10 fcMlDr3ma/2hr14min GLDSn42 14 ^3JAMES TAST: Berlin Concert 4 Front/Polygram 

iEW TEUEPHOiE SESWSCES 

AVAILABLE IH^OUee^ 

liusicweek 
Your direct link to the hottest chert information in the UK! 

0898 5052 92 
® The Top 50 Airplay Chart # New entries 6 days ahead of publication 

# From 9.30am every Wednesday 

0898 5052 93 
# Future Flits as featured in CFIARTS PLUS 

0 This week's new releases most likely to hit the Top 75 next week 
# From 9.30am every Monday 

Calls charged at 34p per minute off-peak, 45p per minute peak times. Information services prepared by Entertainment Research and Analysis (ERA) 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 

15 AUGUST 1992 

THE OFFICIAHiusicweek CHART 
| | | Art't (Producer) Label/Cassette (Distributor) |s| ™,8S, (Producer) LabBl'& assert, (Distributor) 

sClr—i WELCOME TO WHEREVER YOU ARE 
9fi USE YOUR ILLUSION II * £-u " Guns N' Roses (Clink/Guns N' Bosesl GellenGEFC 24420IBMG1 GEFD24420/GEF 24420 
27 20 45 DIAM0NDS AND PEARLS * Paisley Park VB<432CIWI 7539253792/V/X432 . 9 WE CAN'T DANCE *3 «rginGENMC3IF) ts- 35 Genesis IGenesis/Oavlsl GENC03(GENLP3 28 29 38 ACHTUNG BABY * 2 aou2av28 •3 , „ STARS * 8 EastWeslWXWCIWI 5 Simply fled(Lerine) 9031752842/WX427 OO „ „ HORMONALLY YOURS * e■i, Shakespeats Sister (Shakespears Sisier/Moulder/T London 8282664 IPI homasl 8282662^282661 ^ i 7 THE GREATEST HITS 1966-1992 • Coil.mbia47i5024(SMi qn RUSH STREET# " Richard Marx (Marx) CapilolTCESTU 2158(E) CDESTUZ158/ESTU2158 C DANGEROUS * 4 £pic4658024|SMi J Mic i ll 4658022/4658021 31 46 2 THE MADMAN'S RETURN Arista 41255218MGI 

C , GROWING UP IN PUBLICO EwWesiWX478CIWI U Jimmy NailISchnogger/Pralt/Neil) 45(I9901442/WX478 32 EE] TOUR SOUVENIR PACK EpiMSMI 
■J 6 11 BACK TO FRONT * Molwn5300184 |fl OO CURTIS STIGERS 33 ■" zs CurtisSligers (Ballard/Kortchmarl li

 

s' FIT SHEPHERD MOONS * 2 WEAWX431CIW) = L Li Enya IByani 9031755722/WX431 34 21 4 BACK TO BASICS- ESSENTIAL COLLECTION Mercury 5126414 IF) 
Q THE DEFINITIVE JIM REEVES Arcade ARC S4984ISMI 3 2 Jim Reeves IVanous) ARC94382(- 35 37 s ANGEL DUST 0 Slash 8283214(F) 

in ,n NEVERMIND * DGCOGCC24425IBMGI 1 U "6 Nirvana fYig/Nirvana) 0000 2442500024425 OR „ PERFORMS ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER * 3 u Michael CiawlortRPO fJamhPeedvan) ■2 Telstar STAC 2544 (BMGl TCD 2544/STAR 2544 
11 9 5 MTV UNPLUGGED EP • Columbia47l8694ISMI Q7 USE YOUR ILLUSION 1 * 3' 31 '" Guns N' Roses ICIink/Guns N' Roses! GeHenGEFC 24415 (BMG) 6EF0 244)5/GEF 24415 19 , THE LEGEND ■ THE ESSENTIAL COLLECTION • Joe Cocker (Vanous) PolyGramTV51541I4«154112(5154111IFI qo LIVE AT WEMBLEY'86# f 30 " QuecnlQueenl 'arlophoneTCPCSP 725(E) CDPCSP725fCSP725 
11 Pm THE EXTREMEIST Epic47)6724ISMI 1 O Uul joeSamaniUohnsSaltiani) 4716722/471672) 39 33 „ GREATEST HITS 11 *5 ParlophoneTCPMTV 2^E) 
14 12 12 THIS THING CALLE0 L0VE' GREATEST HITS •Epic4717144ISMI 40 34 39 REALL

r
0V

D
E*2 Arista 412300 (BMG) 262300/212300 IE a , YOUR ARSENAL HMVTCCSD3790(EI 1J ' 2 McrrisseylRonson) CDCSD37M:SD3790 211 DIRTY ^ 11 Sonic Youth (Vig/Sonic Youth! 1 c DIVINE MADNESS* vit9inTCV2682(fi 1U Madness (Langer/Winstanleyi CDV2S92/V2692 ny „ u.f.orb ^ 5 TheOrblTheOibfHillagc/Youih) Big UfeBLRMC 18(F) BLRCO18/BLRLP18 

17 14111 BAD*13 Epic 4502904 (SMI /iq aJ, WOODFACE# ^3 Crowded House (Frooml CDEST 2144^87 21« 
1R UP * Tug SN'OGMC 1 (BMG) 10 21 Right Said Fred (Tommy 01 SNOGCD1/SNOGLP1 M pm DON'T THINK TWICE IT'S... earbaraDicksonlDickson/Lynnl Columbia M00DC 25 (SM) MOODCD25/- 
1Q THE COMMITMENTS (OST) * 2 MCAMCAC10286(BMG) 13 " TbeCommilmenlslBushneMen/Parkerl MCAD10285'MCA 10286 fl c m al WAKING UP THE NEIGHBOURS 43 Bryan Adams lUngel *2 

90 THRILLER *11 Epic4085930(SMI '■u Michael Jackson (Jonesl C0EPC85930/EPC 85930 nc COMPLETELY HOOKED -... OF DR. HOOK# CapnoilCESMEl 0 DrHaoklHaflbie) COESTV2/ESTV2 
21 22I8DIVA* RCA PK 75326 (BMG) 47 ,s 45 SIMPLY THE BEST *4 Capitol TCESTV 1(E) CDESTV1/ESTV1 99 pm FLOORED GENiUS-THE BEST OF... island in 8000 IF). " Jo on Cope/Teardrop Enpiodes (Various) CI0800(MLPSD8000 48 48 63 0FFTHEWALL*6 Epic 4500864 (SMI CDEPC83468.'4500861 
9"? 6 a LIFE OF SURPRISES-THE BEST OF •Kitchenware47i8864lSMI ^ Prefab Sprout (Various) 4718862/47)8861 /iq „ ASTRONAUTS & HERETICS 43 Thomas Dolby (Doibyl Virgin TCV 2701 (FJ CDV2701/V2701 yn rrg THE VERY BEST OF SUPERTRAMP a&mtramc 1992(F) ■■■■ Superuamp (Henderson/Scon/Supertramp) TRACD1992/- en cnmfi APPETITE !:0R DESTRUCTION * 2 JU V""® GunsN'Roses(Ginkl Ge^E
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OC 16 THE ONE • Rocket5123504(F) 8 Elton John (Thomas) 5123602/5123601 51 563l0 GREATEST HITS *11 Parlophone TCEMTV 30 (E) CDEMTV30/EMTV30 

TOP 29 COMPILAIieiS 
| S |™i«s el/Cassette Distributor) 10 a a HEARTBEAT • Coli J ^Tl 9002M719001 

O . . NOW...! 22 11 n 3 THE DIVAS OF DANCE Telsti ar STAC 2592 (BMG) 
1 1 Various EMI/Viigin/PolyGiamTCN0W22/CDNOW22/NOW22IE) 1 9InewI CLASSIC MELLOW MASTERCUTS VOL 2 ' < £5 1 Various MasterculsCUTSMC87CUTSCD8/CUTSLP8|BMGI 

9 , RAVE ALERT Telslar STAC 2594 (BMG) ^ 2 2 Various TCD 2594/STAR 2694 1 q ,a ,32 ONES ON ONE-RADIO 1'S 25TH BIRTHDAY 13,4 4 Various Connoisseur Collection ONEMC32/ONECD 32/-IPI 
O THE GREATEST DANCE ALBUM IN... 0 3 '' '' Various Virgin VTMC13A/TCD13/VTLP 13 IF) 1/1 CELEBRATION-THE BEST OF REGGAE 14136 Various Quality Television QTVC OIO/QTVCO 010/QTV 0)0 IPI 

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY 4 ' 2 various Castle Communications 108/CTVCD108/-(BMG) 1 RPTTI BARCELONA GOLD WarnerE Iros 9362450464 (W) 9362450462/- 
C BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE 3 8 3 Various PolyGram TV 5155174/5155172/5166171 IF) i R ONE LOVE-THE VERY BEST OF REGGAE SO12 5 Various Arcade ARC 94964/ARC94962/ARC 94961 (SM| 
R DANCING ON SUNSHINE 0 6 5 Various PolyGram TV/Virgin 5)55194/5155192/5155191 IF) 1 7 20 2 RAVING MAD E levate MCELV01 (P) CDELV01/LPELV01 
7 KT3 - KAOS THEORY 3 Telstar STAC 2593IBMG) / 3 s Various TCD 2593/STAR 2593 1P „ , HARDCORE DJS...TAKE CONTROL HO18 3 Various Pedecto74321101814774321101812/7432)101811 (BMGI 
O UNDER SPANISH SKIES Dino DINMC41 (PI 0 3 Various DINCD 41/DINTV41 10 |5 5 RED HOT + DANCE Epic 4718214 (SM) 4718212/4718211 
0 10 9 MODERN LOVE • PolyGramTOS^SlMIR 20113 WAYNE'S WORLD (OST) Rep rise 7599268054 (W) 7599268052/- 

1 3 | Artist (Producer) Cassette (Distributor) 
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57 « 10 CHANGE EVERYTHING • A&M3S53854(F) 3953852/3953851 
58 AS UGLY AS THEY WANNA BE Ugly Kid Joe (DorrVUgly Kid Joe) VSsSil 
59 BLOOD SUGAR SEX MAGIKO Red Hot Chiii Peppers (Rubin) Warner Bros WX441C{W) 75S9266812/WX441 
60 41 2 FROM THE BARCELONA GAMES,., RCA Red Seal 03026512044 (BMG 
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MID-PRICE/BUDGET 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS 

W.H.SMITH CLASSICS SAMPLER 
OPERA FAVOURITES 

Dl: FOUR SEASONS/BACH 
BAROQUE CLASSICS 
HANDEL: WATER MUSIC.FIREWORKS MUSIC W 
HOLST: PLANETS/WALTON: HENRY V SUITE w 
CHOPIN: PIANO MUSIC 
ELGAR, CELLO CONC .ENIGMA VARIATIONS W 

MOZART CLARINET CONCERTO, QUINTET 

RACHMANINOV/TCHAIKOVSKY; CC 
TCHAIKOVSKY/MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL 
TCHAIKOVSKY: BALLET HIGHLIGHTS 
BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES 5 & 6 
DVORAK; SYMPHONY 9. SERENADE IN E 
BEETHOVEN: PIANO SONATAS 8,14,: 
MENDELSSOHN/BEETHOVEN VII 

IT: PIANO CONCERTOS 12,21. RC 

FF: CARMINA BURANA 
PIANO CONCERTOS 4,5 

CLASSICAL COLLECTION SAMPLER 
DISCOVER THE CLASSICS VOL II 
THE WORLD OF GILBERT & SULUVAN 
ALBINONI/PACHELBEL/ETC 
BIZET: CARMEN-SCENES AND ARIAS 
MUSIC FOR THE LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS 
EDITIONS DEL'OISEAU-LY 

IT: THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO 
YOUR HUNDRED BEST TUNES II 
DISCOVER THE CLASSICS MASTER DISC 

lR.VIOUN CONCERTO 
DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS 
THE WORLD OF KATHLEEN FERRIER 
VIVALDI: FOUR SEASONS 

Vl- TURANDOT (HIGHLIGHTS) 

iviciml unani 
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ARSEXMA'3''t """'bISBSXK 2 new DIRTY DGCD 2^^00024485 12 " METALUCA 
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J « PSALM 69 SiieWX48ICIWI 17 GREATEST HITS "''"Vsggaatoiwxm 1 * TZTOP —— .Trr,., g ii WAKING UP THE NEIGHBOURS 39™S%41 1g ir EXTREMEII-PORNUGHArHI II SlSra 
0 j APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION GaXonGErc^SIBMa iq rr SOUTHERN HARMUNV... Oa'Alwiia^BlMWIEl 
10 ' —ZE Bludgeon FEM^SIMTM^IF) 2(1 „ WAYNE'S WORLD - OS 1' ««PU3e 

IKE INDEPENDENT CHARTS 
SINGLES ALBUMS 
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"me brand new, fuly updated UK Music Industry address book. Over 8,000 entries covering record companies, music publishers, distribution, media, pressing, recording studios, promoters, venues, lawyers, merchandisers, booking agents... in fact everyone in the business of music. 
This essential refenence book includes names, 
addresses, phone and fax numbers and key 
personnel conveniently organised for ease of 
use. 

Only £28 + £2 for postage and packing 
(+£7 p & p overseas) 

Music Week Directory 92, CPL, 120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP Telephone: 081 640 8142 Fax: 081 648 4873 

rcard □ Visa □ American Express □ Diners Club 
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TOP 60 DANCE SINGLES^ 
THE OFFICIAL iiusicweek CHART 

1 a ^ Artist Label (IZ"*) 11 ils. | | | Zisl 
n 2 DON'T YOU WANT ME ■ 1 fei,x Deconsruction/RCA 74321110501 (BMG) 

91; Pfflj IN 4 CHOONS LATER £3 UBJ Ro;a||a Pulse 812LOSE 29 (PI 36 CSS] Son ASIC EP Rhythr n Section RSEC 008 (Self) 
9K r?! U MAKE ME FEE1 50 G00D £0 bUJ Drum C|ub Guerilla GRRR 31 IRE) 97 „ . HUMANITY «}/ 19 Rebel MC feat Lincoln Thompson Big Life BLRT73{F| 

2, 2 TRIP 11 THE MOON ^ nc rRRJ GIVING HIM SOMETHING HE ... £0 Wil En Vogue East West America A 8524T (W| 90 „ , PRINCE OF PEACE 30 17 3 Galliano Talkin Loud TLKX 24(F) 
3 [Siwl best things in life are FREE 90 , TELL ME WHY tO16 3 Rachel Wallace Suburban Base SUBBASE13 IBRD) 39 25 4 Viviemte McKone ffrr FX 183(F) 
4IS3 ^A

I
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ANALYSIS 

Brands put music before 

mugs to bolster products 

From free tape offers to giveaway CDs, consumer goods manufacturers are 
using records as an incentive to establish customer loyalty, writes Paula McGinley 
Given the choice, which would you opt for: a £16,000 Volvo or a £11.99 CD? If you chose the car then chances are you're out of step with the British public. For, when Hoover's national ac- count manager Tony Golby ran his Great CD Giveaway, the offer attracted seven times more replies than the 10% of vacuum cleaner-buyers who responded to its Win A Volvo 

"It was so over-subscribed 

•e not as 

that r ■ve'll ( lave naff i tell anyone about it," he says. The popularity of such pre- miums is growing as business- es switch their marketing spends below the line to counter the recession. Music has been a key beneficiary. In part of the same process which has made music spon- 
sumer goods as diverse as vac- uum cleaners, tinned meat and aftershave are using rec- ords as an incentive to estab- lish brand loyally through point-of-sale or on-pack offers. The Institute of Sales Pro- motion (ISP) estimates 33% of all incentives now offer music and, given that the budgets for such promotions range from between £20,000 to £2m a year, it's proving a welcome source of additional income for record companies. Alan Mayhew, special pro- jects manager at Sony Music, reports a "six-fold" increase in business over the past seven years, while Fiona Banks, PolyGram's business develop- ment manager, reports a year- on-year growth of 150% since 1990. Although Tim Collins, special projects manager at Telstar, prefers to keep exact figures close to his chest, he agrees there is an upward 

One reason for the boom has been the realisation that mu- sic is far more flexible than other possible freebies such as clothing or mugs. Particular types of music can target par- ticular customers such as dance for young biscuit eaters or classical for older tea drinkers. "Music has a high perceived value, it can target the market effectively; a towel or a set of 
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glas a record," says Tim Collins. However, it's a mistake to assume that music will sell any product and it's still the brands with a strong musical heritage — Levi's for example — which prosper most from in- centives. "Success depends on the brand itself and its place in the youth market," says Nigel Webb, business director of marketing consultancy Marketing Links. But the artists with the greatest pulling power won't necessarily agree to such asso- ciations and it's up to the rec- ord company to clear usage with them. Some refuse to sanction tie-ins with products involving alcohol, tobacco and pharmaceuticals: others, such as Bruce Springsteen, are un- willing to endorse any product. Barry Hatcher, special prod- 
Sony Music, says such reti- cence is now rare and believes that premiums give artists ad- ditional exposure and can even encourage back catalogue 
portant as having a number one album in the charts," is his bullish claim. Fiona Banks adds that using INXS's single, Suicide Blonde, as an iricentive for Converse training shoes boosted UK sales of the band's album, X. But for Banks such consider- ations are secondary. What drives the premiums man- agers" are the fees they com- mand for putting such pack- ages together. No-one's saying how much, although Sony's Hatcher reveals his depart- ment's annual premiums turn- over tops £3m. And it's all in- cremental income, going straight to the bottom line. Publishers appear to be more ambivalent about their value, however. Kevin White, copyright manager at Warner Chappell, estimates premiums and incentives account for less than 1% of total rights income, and Dominic Mathura, deputy copyright manager at Zomba, says the most he remembers receiving from a premium was 

HOW TELSTAR WRAPPED UP TWIRL'S TAPE OFFER 

When it came to devising a national on-pack incentive for Cadbury's Twirl in February, music was the logical choice,. saysMigel Webb, business director of ■ marketing consullancy, Marketing 
"Cadbury's had a, heritage of using music in its ads, for example with Flake, and music is an effective way for confectioners to reach the youth market," he says: . Marketing Links approached Telstar last autumn with a brief to. produce 20,003 dance compilation cassettes to tempt young chocolate buyers. . Before the deal was sealed, , Teistaf. submitted the track listing' - and a detailed budget which , included royalty advances, 

I copyright fees, production of the master tape,, duplication and pressing, printing , of the inlay cards, repro costs and - delivery. Telstar selected 12 tracks and discarded two which, in the words of special, projects manager Tim Collins, were "not suitable". The final track list of 10, which included , Do La Soul, A Tribe Galled Quest, Nomad and The Shamen, complemented the target market "We didn't want the content to . be hardcore dance because, it , tends to originate from London and consumers in Scotland might not have .heard of the tracks," explains Collins: After Telstar's budget and track 

list was approved, the record ..company cleared the licensing with publishers, established the running order and produced the master tape. Marketing Links created the sleeve design and manufacturing was held over until December to , allow Cadbury's time, to produce ..and distribute the Twirl voucher wrappers promoting' the offer. In January the cassettes were delivered to the central handling 
Although Nigel Webb is unwilling to discuss redemption rates, demand was sufficiently high to justify, a re-order of 10,000 units and, he reports that sales of Twirl bars increased with the incentive. 

But the MCPS is clearly keeping more than an eye on the premiums business. Two years ago it set up a separate premiums department and in April changed the set rate of Ip per cassette per title per copy and 3p per CD to a negoti- able rate which, in effect, is taking the figures to nearer 2p per cassette and 4p per CD. The new rate should ensure that the MCPS collects more than the £400,000 it received in premium royalties last year — about one-fifth of the sum taken from retail sales — par- ticularly as CD begins to re- place cassette as the dominant premiums format. Fiona Banks believes the in- creases illustrate how publish- ers don't appreciate the price- 

miums market and argues that the negotiated rate could adversely affect such business. "The options of not taking mu- sic are vast and clients could be tempted to use cheaper items such as towels or mugs," mi she points out. But increasingly t lem is not how much ( brands are prepared to pay, but how creatively record com- panies use the budget. As cus- tomers become bombarded with "unique offers", simply slapping an album alongside a packet of soup may not be enough. Paul Vines, joint managing director of sa' agency HH&S — which : Pepsi's offer of a previously 

umeleased Michael Jackson track Someone Put Your Hand Out — reckons exclusivity in- creases a premium's value. "Music demands an innova- tive twist," he says. "Compar- with the film industry, the isic industry is backward in devising exclusive consumer and trade promotions." The number of units shifted by premiums and incentives are rarely in the platinum league — Telstar's 7.5ra units for BP in the late Eighties be- ing a notable exception — and the sector is unlikely to change the fortunes of the mu- sic industry. But in a recessionary climate, getting music into the hands of con- sumers at all is an achieve- ment in itself. 
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PLUS BRAND NEW ALBUMS FROM 
RE-ANIMATOR • 'THAT WAS THEN, THIS IS NOW CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) FLAG 67 

CANNIBAL CORPSE • 'TOMB OF THE MUTILATED' CD, MC & LP (CD) |T) ZORRO 49 
C.I.A. - 'ATTITUDE' CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) FLAG 68 
GWAR ■ 'HELLO' CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) ZORRO 35 

SCAT OPERA • 'FOUR GONE CONCLUSION1 CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) MFN140 
VENOM ■ 'THE WASTE LAND' CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) FUG 72 

G.B.H. ■ 'CHURCH OF THE TRULY WARPED' CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) JUST 21 

WATCI-I OUT 1=0R^TIpKESE 
THREE NEW AI-BUIVIS 

OUT THIS AUTUNIN 

F.H. ■ 'APHRODISIAC CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) MFN 141 
LIONSHEART ■ 'LIONSHEART' CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) MFN 139 

THE BIG CHILL ■' HALFWAY TO HEAVEN' CD, MC & LP (CD) (T) MFN 142 
' ORDER FROM PINNACLE RECORDS 0689 - 8731 4 



HEAVY METAL 

IN SEARCH OF THE 

UK METAL GURUS 
The UK may have popularised metal, but as the annual Castle Donington 
event beckons, where is the new wave of British HM?, asks Valerie Potter 
As the home of the three bands — Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath and Deep Purple — that started it all back in the early Seventies, the UK can justifiably claim to be the birthplace of heavy metal. But in the last decade, the UK's supremacy in the genre has been largely eclipsed by the challenge of bands emerging from the US. Guns N' Roses, Nirvana, Metallica and Skid Row are just a few of the US rock artists who have become globally successful within the last half dozen years, while the UK has arguably produced no major league contenders since Def Leppard and Iron Maiden broke in the early Eighties. In the UK, it appears that all eyes are turned Stateside, with British rock being left to battle on as best it can. Throughout last winter, the now defunct, American Dream Promotions staged London shows for young US hopefuls, while the Radio One FM American Music Festival recently showcased Badlands and Love/Hate at the Astoria. The organisers of the latter stress that the US slant was more to do with the packaging of the event and the involvement of a US sponsor than a reflection on UK talent. However, this endorsement of US contemporary music inevitably adds to the perceived value of US rock acts in the UK, enhancing their glamour and mystique. Describing how that perception sometimes works against bands, Polydor senior A&R manager Paul Morgan says, "With a band such as The Almighty, for instance, one suspects that had they been a band from LA with the same amount of tattoos and more f words, they would have sold twice as many albums in the UK — and that frustrates me." Traditional UK heavy metal may have lost some credibility with the critics on its home turf but it can still do the business abroad. New RCA band Killers, fronted by former Iron Maiden member Paul Dianno are now poised to score in the US through a licensing deal with LA based Zoo Entertainment. Twenty thousand copies of their debut LP Murder One have just been shipped to the US and rock label manager Dave Shack reports 

healthy sales in Holland, Germany and Japan. Tim Bleszynski and Mike Fulford, co-directors of indie Head Records, are currently championing the cause of British rock music with their newly established Kingdom Of Rock series of compilations, featuring tracks by a mixture of current names and relatively unknown 
highlighting new artists and enabling bands to establish a solid sales base. According to Head Records, 

there is a wealth of unsigned UK talent available, but it needs the encouragement and support of British labels. In some cases US companies have been quick off the mark to snap up UK bands like Wolfsbane (signed to Def American) and Kiss Of The Gypsy (Atlantic). But other, less fortunate, bands are struggling to survive; Roadrunner label manager Mark Palmer says that the British metal scene has been badly hit by the recession, which has left new bands with little cash to finance good quality 

demos and fewer opportunities to learn their craft by playing live. The success that labels enjoy with hard rock/heavy metal acts hinges on ensuring their marketing is tailored to the particular artist in question, usually aiming to retain their initial fan base while striving for the all-important crossover into the mass market. High budgets may not necessarily be an issue. Music For Nations' special projects manager Gem Howard points out that knowing where to spend the marketing budget is more important than splashing out vast sums inappropriately. He says: "The number of times you open a copy of The Guardian or The Independent and see an advert that a major label has taken for a metal band. The amount of money that they're spending on that kind of advertising is just not cost effective for the number of people it's going to reach that are actually going to be interested, until you've crossed it right over." In this market, magazines are the more important promotional medium, and with at least six specialist titles and numerous offshoots currently locked in fierce competition, prevailing conditions are the stuff that press officers' dreams are made of. Not only do established acts benefit from the amount of editorial coverage available, but new bands are also given the opportunity to garner features and reviews at a very early stage in their careers, as each paper endeavours to keep its contents fresh and on top of the latest musical trends, "The fact that there are now far more specialist rock magazines than 10 years ago is often the lifeline that new bands need," says independent press officer Maggi Farran. However, a strong live show remains the most powerful means of breaking any hard rock/heavy metal artist and acts at all levels have been hit by the effects of the recession on the live marketplace, both in Europe and the US. The escalating cost of touring and the disastrous slump in the live business in the US has resulted in fewer major tours, setting opening slots, which can give a new band a valuable foothold in a new market, at a high premium. 

HOW THE QUIREBOYS HIT BIG 

The Quireboys have been one of UK rock's biggest success stories in the past few years. The band's career was initially founded on a solid live fan base and their first two singles were released through indie label Survival, which received funding from EMI. They recorded their debut album, A Bit Of What You Fancy, for Parlophone in the summer of 1989, but it was not released immediately. The band continued to tour the UK, with the first single release from the album, Seven O'Clock, in October, reaching number 36. The second, Hey You, released in December, peaked at number 14. Parlophone/Capitol marketing director Tony Wadsworth explains that the company put out the two singles because it believed that the band had huge crossover potential. Its strategy paid off. When the album was released at the end of January, it went straight into the charts at number two. The Quireboys continued to 

tour exhaustively throughout 1990 and the beginning of 1991, including a gruelling club tour of the States. Their album has gone gold in the UK and Canada and they have made substantial inroads into the Japanese and European markets, through live work and television appearances. A large part of the band's appeal, Wadsworth believes, is in their strong visual and musical identity, which follows in the British tradition of the Stones and the Faces. The band have started preparing for the release of their second album, Bitter Sweet And Twisted in September, with some recent low-key UK dales. "I think one of our tasks on the second album is to remind people about why the Quireboys were so popular in the first place, and that was a lot to do with their live show," says Wadsworth. "We've got a lot to follow up, but we know that they can still do it and there's an album that is at least as good as the first one ready to release." 

No one can accuse UK metal outfit The Heavy Metal Outlaws of playing it safe. The outrageousness of their debut CD EP Sex For Sexism's Sake — provoked a flurry of press 
it was released in the spring. Laurie Pryor, MD of their label Music Link believes that American metal 
Love Hate and Guns N' Roses have hijacked UK punk style for too long and The Heavy Metal Outlaws are now set to redress the balance. Follow up singles will be released in September and November. 
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HEAVY METAL 

"People often ask me, 'What kind of metal bands are you 
moment?' and 
answer is 'Good 
Mark Palmer, label manager at Roadrunner. "Most metal fans don't want rock on the radio. They don't want to stay in and listen to their radio. They'd rather go and see live bands or 

The Almighty, for example, have spent several frustrating months, waiting in vain for the right support slot which would enable them to capitalise on the favourable reactions that they have been receiving from the American media. "It's frightening in America at the moment," says their manager, Tommy T, "You really have to be selling substantial 
touring there worthwhile." At club level, many venue managers are cutting down on the number of live shows they promote, preferring to host rock discos (which, to a certain extent, however, can also be used as a marketing tool by labels), or book US acts that guarantee sell-out business. "I'm told by the agents that I deal with that promoters round the regions don't want to book British rock bands any more," says Tim Blesznski co-director of Head Records. "What they would rather do than book two or three acts a week in one of their venues is once or twice a month bring over a band from America for £l,500-£20,000 per show and 

Now homegrown bands are starting to fight back with all-British tour packages: Kingdom Of Rock live shows are being organised to complement the release of the records, while Music For Nations' signing FM 

plan to take out two UK bands as opening acts on their September tour. Hopefully, moves like these will increase the stature and importance of British rock within the UK, and record companies claim to be willing and eager to support new and innovative British talent, "Right now, if you take a snapshot, there is a very hip and groovy thing associated with coming from America," says former EMI marketing director Mike Andrews, now at Chrysalis. "But I think our job is to look at the whole roll of film, the big picture, and say, 'Is it a great band?' And if we believe it is, then let's do what it takes," he 
As EMI's divisional managing director, Jean Francois Cecillon, points out, while the breaking of a hard rock/heavy metal band requires long-term commitment on the part of the label, the rewards can make it worthwhile: "We have examples every year of artists who take maybe five or six albums to break and the bottom line is, when you break one album, the first five also start selling," he says. Those six albums require a substantial investment on the part of labels. But in the face of the current US onslaught, it takes just that kind of perseverance and faith to break UK talent. |||| 

Del Leppard Bludgeon Riffola Bryan Adams A&M Guns N' Roses Gelfen Guns N' Roses Gelfen Extreme A&M Gary Moore Virgin Pearl Jam Epic Iron Maiden EMI The Black Del American 

1 NEVERMIND 2 ADRENAUZE 3 WAKING UP THE NEIGHBOURS 4 USE YOUR ILLUSION II 5 USE YOUR ILLUSION I 6 EXTREME II - PORNOGRAFFITTI 7 AFTER HOURS 8 TEN 9 FEAR OF THE DARK 10 SOUTHERN HARMONY AND MUSICAL COMPANION Period week 1 to week 27 1992 Source: ERA from Gallup data 
Hit singles maketh the album is the messag than eight of the Top 10 metal albums in th afforded them by high-charting 45s. Supreme among them Is Nirvana's gulf-bridging Smells Like Teen Spirit Its success In crossing over into the Indie rock market ensured the Seattle band extended its appeal far wider than the core metal market. Bryan Adams' and AGM label mates Extreme's ascent to the premier division of rock artist was spurred by the Housewife factor: both had huge hits with ballads rather than out-and-out rockers, with (Everything I Do| I Do It For You and More Than Words respectively. What's more both songs sat at one and two in the singles chart for one week during the former's 16-week reign. Of the three British acts in the 10, Def Leppard's Adrenalize rated the highest seller. And it produced a clutch of singles to buoy sales. Interestingly, Iron Maiden are a UK act with a loyal and adoring fan base. Yet the band were outsold by newcomers Extreme and Pearl Jam. Could the dearth of singles from Fear Of The Dark have something to do with that, one wonders. Guns N' Roses' Use Your Illusion double sets may not have outsold Nevermind (which, incidentally, outsold its nearest rival Adrenalize by more than half again) but their placings at four and five confirms the band's drawing power. 

HEAVY METAL OUTLAWS 

% x 

■M 

"SEX FOR SEXISM'S SAKE" 
The band's debut 3 track CD EP featuring "Swallow My Love", Get Your Tits Out" and "Freedom...Fuck Censorship" has sold out of its 5000 limited edition. 

HMO f'HEAVY VL OUTLAWS I 

I HEAVY METAL 

New CD single "CANT STAND THE OO'S" Featuring the tide track and the megamix "The 60's Meant Nothing" is dedicated to all ageing, balding hippy dickheads! 
HEAVY METAL OUTLAWS guaranteed to upset all right-on trendies, mummy boy metalheads (pass the hairdryer duckie!) and timewarped Sixties bores and all other general arseholes! 

HMO 

||j|4 a, E&mi --- -- , 4 Metalfreaks, 2 Skinheads and a serious attitude problem causing controversy for the fucking sake of it ... . any problems why not get in touch! 
HEAVY METAL OUTLAWS MORE OUT OF ORDER THAN YOU'LL EVER BE MUG!! 

STREETLINK 
PO Box 157, Sittingboume, Kent, ME10 3SD, England Fax: 0795-420811 

The label that brought you the first 4 ROSE TATTOO albums on CD in the UK for the first time, rare 1983 live recordings of MOTORHEAD the debut album from NEW ENGLAND and classic re-issues from THE ANTT NOWHERE LEAGUE, THE UK SUBS and THE EXPLOITED 
THE BAND THAT WILL SAVE HEAVY METAL OR DESTROY IT! 
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FroiiicgsstiSMess 
Donington, HM's annual bunfight is also its sales peak. By Malcolm Dome 
Marketers agree that the annual Monsters Of Rock Festival at Castle Donington is the undoubted highlight of the metal calendar. Set this summer for its twelfth outing, Donington's bill is regarded in expert quarters as one of the best ever. Malcolm Mckenzie, manager of EMI band Thunder says, "It is a tribute to its success that major labels are now targeting many of their rock releases to tie in with the event in the hope that the increased level of activity the show creates at retail will benefit their artists." Headlining for the second time are British durables Iron Maiden, returning to the scene of their triumph in 1988, when they pulled in the biggest attendance in the festival's history. Special guests will be the much lauded Americans Skid Row, and UK blues rockers Thunder occupy third slot, having established their name and reputation through an impressive opening set two years ago. Thrash legends Slayer will 

precede Thunder, becoming the last of the so-called "Big Four" of the Thrash sub-genre (following Metallica, Anthrax and Megadeth) to appear at the festival, while US power metallurgists WASP return to the site for the first time since 1987. Opening proceedings this time around are British powerhouse The Almighty, unveiling new guitarist, Canadian Pete Friezin. "It is every rock band's dream to play at Donington," says Almighty manager Tommy T (of Triple T Management). "We are no exception." Following the tragedy in 1988 when two fans died on the site, promoter, MCP, has tended to go for a more mainstream approach to the festival. However, with the exception of Thunder, this year sees a move towards the heavier end of the spectrum. In this respect it acknowledges that many acts from the more extreme end of the genre are palatable to metal's mass audience. But, as with almost every bill put together for the ► 

Taking the live 
is still favoured by many metal managers. Barrie Barlow, manager of Kiss Of The Gypsy, says, "I still believe the traditional method of treading the boards is the best way of establishing a strong fan base and such acts 
longevity than hyped acts." 

Iron Maiden: ruling the roost at Castle Donington 

1 ©o© 
1-. 
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the Wn^omofrock 
12 trach compilation 
featudnig the best of 

Wish rocfi for the 90's 

Ip HEDRL 102 gp, 
mc HEDRM 102 
eft HEDRC 102 itmis 
Dist. Rio/PolyGram 

 ytogc.3 Promotion/"  

b call us now for Official 
Merchandising on the following 

bands and many more . . . 
Napalm Death • Sepultura • Carcass • Entombed • Obituary • Cathedral • Death • Holy Moses • Young Gods • Bathory • Massacre • Incubator • Necrosanct • Pungent Stench • Morbid Angel • Warpath • Edge of Sanity • Gorguts • Terrorizer • Immortalis • Seance • Immolation • Nocturnus • Jumping Jesus • Suffocation • Lawnmower Deth » Dosen Montag • Deicide • Godflesh • Canibal Corpse • Boltthrower • Annihilator • Pitchshifter • Pestilence • Scorn • Type 0 Negative • Old • Stillborn • Confessor • Exhorder • Fudge Tunnel • Solitude • Alice Cooper • Hendrix • Morrison 

Coming during August. . . 
Kreator • Sodom • Benediction • Dismember • Sinister • Monstrosity • Disharmonic Orchestra 

STAGE 3 PROMOTIONS UNITS 5 & 12 THRESHERS YARD, KINGHAM OXON 0X7 6YF Tel: 0608 659200 Fax: 0608 659222 
 /"fagtL 3 Promotion/"  

HEAVY METAL 

D0NINGT0N STAKES: RUNNERS AND RIDERS 

;7 

IRON 
MAIDEN 

SKID ROW 
Hard rock metal US Atlantic 

THUNDER 

SLAYER 

Fear Of The Dark; As Wasting Love single, with all Maiden to be released on releases, this has August 24. certain signatures instantly associated with the band. Critically acclaimed, this is, however, an album that will have already sold to hardcore Maiden fans, and unless another hit single is forthcoming, it won't shift much more. 
SlaveTo The Grind: Donington Gone Released last year, Wild four-track EP, this has gone gold in released on August the UK and has a 24. Features much harder sound previously to it than the band's unreleased live debut record, Skid version of Judas Row. But it hasn't Priest's Deliverin" proved to have the The Goods (with commercial depth of guest vocals from their first album. Priest man Rob Halford) and a studio version of The Ramones' Psycho Therapy. 

Laughing On Judgement Day album, due out on August 24. 
Back Street Symphony: Released in 1990, this has passed gold and is still selling well. The campaign to launch Thunder's second album could even cause a resurgence 

Decade Of Aggression: Released last year, 

media exposure this 

WASP 

THE 
ALMIGHTY 
Street/heavy metal UK Polydor 

The Crimson Idol: Only recently released, this concept record has the melodic depth and accessibility to gain a major sales injection from the Donington circus. 

while, this is to be repromoted. And given its melodic class, as well as brash power, it might start selling again, although it is unlikely to gain a major boost from Donington, 

Expect a single shortly after Donington. 
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HEAVY METAL 
►festival in recent years, there is little left to chance in terms of the stature of the bands themselves. All are proven crowd pullers to a greater or less extent. All have had chart succcess. All are on mpjor labels. Looking back it is a sobering thought that only Anvil (1982 - then with Attic), Metallica (1985 - then with Music For Nations) and Helloween (1988 - then with Noise) have played at the festival while signed to an independent label. And both Metallica and Helloween were at the time already managed by major organisations. "While it would be great from our point of view to have some indie label acts on at Donington each year, you have to be realistic," explains Mark Palmer, general manager of leading independent metal label Roadrunner. "To be a success, each of the acts on the bill has to have a certain amount of pulling power and there aren't that many indie acts that have the sales base of, say, The Black Crowes. "Let's face it, the only indie act that comes into that category at the moment is our own Sepultura. "Rather than moan about it, we should just get on with the job of taking more acts to their level." There is no doubt that good performances at Donington for bands lower down on the bill can provide a useful platform for boosting sales, especially given 

In 1990, Thunder used this to great effect when opening the bill, and one can expect The Almighty to follow suit, in the hope of launching themselves to a wider public. And the consensus suggests that Slayer and Skid Row will be primed to make an impact that could prove to be a turning point. Indeed, with the national media focusing attention on the run-up to Donington and its fascination, with both the larger- than-life characters and also the more extreme underground style of the genre, it seems likely that Slayer and Skid Row will emerge as the real winners. All of the labels with bands at Donington are planning either to release new product from the acts involved or to repromote back catalogue. "In principle I like to use the Donington season to promote all our rock bands," says Ian Ramage, Polydor product manager responsible, for, among others, The Almighty. "At this time of year, the rock magazines have increased circulation figures and you can tap into a vast audience through the festival." While cult appeal is a vital ingredient of metal's success it still needs mainstream exposure to thrive. Once again Donington promises to be the crucial event for keeping its profile high. H 

"The marketing (of rock music), I would say, is the toughest in terms of convincing people that it's genuine, but once they like it, they're loyal," says Jean Francois Cecillon, divii onal managing director, EMI. "It's a very loyal 
and that's why I like it, because when you work very hard, you know it will pay off one day for the band." 

Sepultura: arguably the only real indie alter 

u 

n 

The Intelligent Rock Fan's Monthly 

Guide To Metal And Beyond... 

TEL: 0438 720 797 
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CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

We are seeking an 
International Company Representative 

The required candidate will have 
— perfect knowledge of German and English — of the trade — willing to work hard a driving licence —profound experience and thorough knowledge 

is journeys within Europe, and the Far East. 
We offer: — competitive salary —expense act 
We produce and distribute sound c 
Applicants should send their CV oi 
Box No 9055 

— company car 
s and have a steadily growing catalogue, 
e giving full details of their career to date 

MASSIVE (music) 
MANAGEMENT 

BUSINESS TO BUSIN ESS 

# 
IMOTHER 
BROKEN RECORD! 

sV 
' Swan 

EPmKi DISTRIBUTIONS rom a Minor to a Major get 

LOGO JEWELLERY 
A. M. DESIGNER LOGO JEWELLERS COMPANY LOGOS CUSTOM MADE 

imsicweek 
CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISEiENT 
RATES 

NOTICEBQARD £10 sx 

APPOINTMENTS £20 l.l.c. 

071 620 3636 EXT 5467 

LEEWARD 
CASH 

AVAILABLE 

ASSiSTAirr Salary neg 

M U S 0 C 
SYSTEMS 

NOTICE BOARD 

mogul tc opment. „ 081-447 1498 for further details. 

MBl 

PRIORITY SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
month's issue: Manufacturing and packaging in the UK; a guide to releasing product on DCC & MD; business affairs; new formats; European rights societies; export US product; world music;+LOTS MORE. . . 

MUSIC BUSINESS INTERiWIOML 

WORLDWIDE SUBSCRII RATES: 
11 Year (12 issues) US$140/UK£ 75 ] 2 Years: (24 issues) US$225/UK£120 13 Years: (36 issues) US$295/UK£170 lor USS/UK£ (made payable K 

Please debit my card US$/UK£  
□ Master Card (Access) 

Record Companies.. on Companies. ..Retail Buyers... Music F uiislManagers...Lawyers. .Accountantj sers . Recording Studios.. .CD Manufac 3ntCompanies, .andmore. 

11 Please fill in and mail this reply card or fax with your credit card details to Matthew   i 
MBSIC BISKS INTERilTIONll | 
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DOOLEY'S DIARY 
Remember where you heard it: 

N^Steve Smith's new Academy of RecoFding Arts and Sciences held its 
first board of governors meeting on Thursday. They are not saying who 
is currently topping the nominations 
list for the British Music Hall of Fame, but the smart money says 
Elton John, The Beatles, John 
Barry and The Walker Bros are all 
in there . . . Hugger Guy Holmes was 
truly gutted after thieves made off 
with his Mini Cabriolet, one of only 
75 ever made, which had been parked 
outside his Maida Vale home. By the 
time it was recovered it was without windscreen, seats, wheels, carpets or 
indeed much else. The distressed 
plugger is offering a £500 reward for 
information leading to the recovery of 
the parts so he can reconstruct his 
pride and joy . . . Ex-Island product 
manager Alex Sartore awaits calls 
on 081 341 9873 . . . Michael Jackson 
apparently spent last Monday 
morning in his Dorchester sickbed 
reading Music Week . . . Andy 
Czezowski, the man who launched 
legendary punk niterie the Roxy, 
followed by the Vortex and the Fridge, 
and now of no fixed abode, was 
declared bankrupt last Wednesday 
... That unfortunate victim of chart 
"irregularities" Don-E is apparently 
known in real life as Elon MacLean 
... Go! Discs founder Andy 
MacDonald has been "beaming like 
a proud father" at Finsbury Park, 
London, for the last two days as his 
head of A&R Cathal Smyth strutted 
his stuff with Madness . .. The boy 

X 
m. \ 

'A 

Songwriter Charlie Dore (she's the one without the heard) certainly was chuffed by her part in her number one song Ain't No Doubt - she's still smiling two weeks later. Actually, she's simply ecstatic to be joining Robin Godfrey-Cass's band of merry men at Warner Chappell on a worldwide deal. Dore is pictured i " " WC director of con Dore m; rs Andrew Gummer, 

for photos in the staid club's foyer. The assembled time for one picture before the club's aggrieved manager rather illiberally threw them out — something to do with improper dress, perhaps? Among those pictured are Hutton (front row, white suit). Some Bizzare supremo Stevo (monocle and dressing gown) and Cleo Roccos (hair and jewellery). The others rejoice under the collective title "Stevo's friends from the art world". Bizarre, eh. 
Smyth has had the last week off 
rehearsing for the big day. "We can't 
have him fucking up on the big stage," 
elucidated MacDonald . . . That's a 
particularly important point for Go! 
Discs, which signed a deal with the 
Nutty Boys on Friday to release a 
recording of the comeback show in the 
autumn. . . Distributor Revolver says 
several retailers, including HMV and 
WH Smith, have finally started 
stocking Bheki Mseleku's 
Celebration album since appearing on 
the Mercury shortlist. "Now it is more 
than just a jazz album by someone 
with an unpronounceable name," 
says sales manager Simon Holland 
. . . Congratulations to former Island 
and RCA plugger Johnny Davis for 
his sterling work in finishing 19th in 
the men's individual foil fencing 
event at the Barcelona Olympics a 
week ago . . . And now Martin Heath 
has acres of spare room in his Rhythm 
King offices — the label moved to 
Salusbury Road in London's Kilburn 
last year to make room for its ever 
expanding staff — he wants to hear 
from any companies looking for a 
home . . . Departing NME editor 
Danny Kelly denies suggestions that 
he is off to launch a rival music mag. 
And as for rumours that he is Fleet 
Street bound, he replies, "All I will 

say is that it has always been my 
ambition to work in Fleet Street". . . 
MCPS's board came in for a roasting 
from its staff recently — but only in 
cricket. The board team, featuring 
Francis Pettican, Peter Cornish 
and Peter Callender was all out for 
72 after Graham Churchill, Darren 
Willis and the rest of the staff scored 
119 for 5. It might have been very 
different had chief executive Frans 
de Wit played. Apparently, the 
Dutchman finds the rules every bit as 
complex as European Central 
Licensing . . . Rob Dickins' 
secretary won't thank Initial Films' 
Malcolm Gerrie for a slight 
indiscretion last week at a champagne 
and strawberries launch of Initial's 
new production slate. Geordie Gerrie 
told assembled hacks he is in 

side their stock-in-trade wedding dresses, schoolgirl lorilla suits to challenge the media as part of the Radio One/record promotion team at the Tennents FA Football Show six-a-side tournie. The lads beat the Daily Star, The Sun. Sky Sports, Bass and the FA to the final where they were duly beaten by LWT 2-1, after taking the lead. Pictured are (back row) Robert Lemon (Sharp End), Ric Blaxill (Radio One), Derek Gilhooley of kit sponsors Celtic FC, Daraian Christian (MCA) and Neil Ashby (Virgin), and (front row), Chris Page (Gary Farrow Ents.), Sean Cooney (Epic), and Alfe Hollingsworth (Sony Soho Square). 
"advanced talks" with the BPI on 
the Brits which may be going to ITV. 
As a result, Dickins' office was left 
fending off calls from the national 
papers after a "Record bosses ditch 
Beeb" scoop. Perhaps they should 
have called Carlton TV instead. . . 
One thing Gerrie was not giving away 
was the reason for the visit of Chris 
Blackwell and top video director Tim 
Pope to his offices ... As for those 
anxious to hear the fate of TOTP: you 
will just have to wait until the Beeb's 
head of light entertainment, Jim 
Moir, returns from his hols at the end 
of the month ., 

Bmsic week 
I HoXnd.'scn 

ABC 
Incorporating Record Mirror Press . UK subscripUons, including free Music Week Directory every JanuaryfltOS fromCol! 
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BY PUBLIC DEMAND: 

TO! ii® ORDER DESK 

FOR PILZ CD SERIES. 

Vienna Master Serb 

GoimGassics 

East German Revolution 

ROYAL crown CLASSICS 

UK 

mmmm 

fTAWH] 

yONTK 

PILZ UK and INTOTO / BMG are pleased to announce 
that from the 1st of July one of the most successful classical ranges in the world 

as well as seven other most popular Pilz Labels 
will be available from the BMG distribution centre in West Bromwich. 

The BMG Order Desk telephone number: 021 - 500 5678 

One of the most successful low price classic series. 
The first "golden" CD in the Pilz Doublebox. 
Classical masterpieces from East Germany. 
State of the art in classical music. 
Gems of historical music with performers back to 1940. 
The Roaring Twenties - Fifties. 
Pop - Rock - Blues Soul - Jazz - Country 
World renowned 
classical performers. 

The Broadway, Didcot Oxon 0X11 8ES, 
Tel.: 0235 - 811 796, Fax: 0235 - 811 998 


